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/ Honor Committee Recommends
First Alumni Awards For 1949

Club Colyum

• • •

On Alumni Day, 1947, the A lumni Association of Eastern Illinois State college, in conjunction with college authorities, decided to honor
certain distinguished members of its own group,
not named. At that time a committee was elected to determine the entire procedure, as well as
to name the first candidates for the honor.
Dr. H . DeF. Widger, chairman, has now
reported the initial decisions of this committee.
The report, which is appended, will be of interest
to every alumnus and will be discussed at an
executive meeting of the A lumni Council this
spring.
Alumnus subscribers are automatically paid
up in the Association, which has not as yet established any separate dues and does not contemplate doing so, so far as the edit or knows.
The committee chosen by the Eastern
Alumni Association to consider a plan for honoring Eastern a lumni who have achieved distinction
makes the following recommendations :
1. That the most appropriate form of recognition should be the presentation in person to the
alumni chosen for honor suitably engraved and
framed certificates of achievement.
2. That the first awards be made on the
occasion of Eastern's Fiftieth Anniversary
either at commencement or at such other time
as the Alumni Association and the College shall
designate.
3. That t o make these awards genuinely
significant, not more than three be granted in
1949, and that thereafter the awards shall be
made every three years.
.
4. That distinguished service in any vocation or profession shall be the basis of the award.
5. That to secure a wide and democratic
pa rticipation of the alumni and faculty in selecting candidates for the committee's consideration,
the following steps should be taken:
a. Publish in the Eastern Alumnus and the
Eastern State News this report and
other explanatory articles.
b. Publish in the Eastern Alumnus a
printed ballot which can be filled in,
clipped, and mailed to the committee.
c. Disseminate nomination ballots to the
a lumni through class secretaries.
d. Use the Eastern State clubs as a means
of informing the a lumni a n d securing
their participation.
e. Send to the fac ulty of Eastern a letter
of explanation of the plan and of a request for the names of candidates.
Committee: Donald Neal
Mary Linder
E. H. Taylor
Haro!d M. Cavins
H . DeF. Widger
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New officers of t he Vermilion County Eastern Sta
Club elected at a banquet m eeting February 2 at t
Hotel Wolford, Danville, are Elisabeth Lu ribrick Cgnning
ham, '33, president (center); Edna Conover Witt, vi
president (left); and ,Josephine Dysert, '38, secretary
treasurer (right). Mrs. Witt last attended E.I. in 1944.
The Vermilion county g r oup heard President Buz.
zard speak. The club number s about 50 active members.

Schedule of Spring Club Meeting
March 22- Edga r county, Hotel France, Paris, 6:30 p. m,
dinner m eeting .
Ma r ch 24- Macon county, Decatur Club, Decatur, 7:00
p. m ., dinn er m eeting.
March 27- Sa ng amon county, Leland hotel, Springfield,
7:00 p. m. , dinner m eeting.
March 29-Champa ign county , Univer sity YMCA, Cham·
paign, 6 :30 p . m ., dinner m eeting.
April 9- Madison county, Edwardsville cafe, Edwardsville, 6 :30 p. m., dinner m eeting.
Apirl 14-Crawford county (tentative ).
April 16- Montgomery county, Country club, Hillsboro
7:00 p . m., dinn er m eeting.
April 24-Cook county, place and time to be announced.

The editor has prepared the following form,
which should be returned to Dr. Widger with
your nominations. Only if they have a large group
of n·ominees worthy of the honor can the corn·
mittee members make an intelligent selection.
A nomination should be accompanied by t he
names of persons who know the candidate well
enough to comment upon h is qualifications. In·
vestigations will be made independently by t he
committee where the candidate is not nationally
prominent. It sho uld be emphasized that the awards will not necessarily go to persons who have
already received high recognition from other
(Continued on Page 27)
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An effort is ·being made to bring
ck members of the Class of 1923
or a reunion on Alumni Day, which
·n be held in conjunction with Comencement this year on June 4. The
·tor of the Alumnus will welcome
minations for a general secretary
handle correspondence and details of the reunion. Mr. Whittemore,
elass correspondent, is too far away,
in New Orleans. There is no member of the class closer than Paris,
Illinois. In fact, if there were a roll
call among classes to see which is
scattered most widely over the face
of the earth, we'd bet heavily on the
Class of '23. Thirteen states and one
foreign country (Argentina) are
represented by its 81 members; not
one of them lives in Charleston, so
far as we have determined.

STANLEY ELAM ---------~------------------------- Editor
AL CACHERAT ------------------- ---- - Circulation Manager

This five tarted the majority of games in Eastern's highly successful
1947-48 baske ball season, the best percentagewise since 1925. The players
an~coach are, left to right, Ray DeMoulin, Neal Hudson, Coach William A.
Healey, Bob Olson, Elmo Hilderbrand, and Jack Miller.
Against some of the finest small college competition in the Midwest,
Eastern compiled a 16 won, 7 lost record. In the Illinois Intercollegiate
Athletic conference, however, the team has been second to Southern for two
years running. "Next year," say the Panthers, "It's our turn."

Rapid Roberts Gets into Alumnus Act Again

Executives of the Alumni A ssociation will soon be called in to Charleston for a banquet and business session, according to President Ray
Lene. Many matters have come up
for consideration, among the most
important of which is the question, .
"What shall the Association do for
the Golden Anniversary celebration?"
At a meeting of the Joint Council
of Alumni Associations at Peoria
last December, representatives of
the five state colleges heard C. E.
Bowen, executive secretary of the
University of Illino.i s Alumni .Assoeiation, discuss the university alumni
organization. It is one which has
done great things and one which
eould well be copied in part by some
of the smaller colleges.
One of the most important steps
hich the Joint Council took was
request a report from the TeachCollege Board in Illinois on pross to implement legislation which
rmits the five colleges to conuct self-liquidating projects such
dormitories and cafeterias. Replies
m the board m embers indicate
t these will be advanced just as
pidly as reasonable bids can be seed. Eastern has in mind the conction of a men's dormitory and
w women's quarters, as well as a
ulty residential section on cams. The Association hopes that these
jects are not far in the future.

Above- Jim Roberts, right, gets
of his own pictures as Don
Neal, center, former Eastern Alumni
prexy, visits in Roberts' office at the
Times Record, Aledo. The ubiquitous
Roberts, who is correspondent for
the Class of '46, is editor of what he
claims to be "Illinois' Greatest
Country Weekly Newspaper," averaging better than 20 p ~es per
week. At left is E. A. Johnson, Mercer county superintendent of schools.
At right----Former Easterners meet
in line of business as Don Neal, left,
sales representative for Scott Foresman, calls on Don Metzger, right,
principal of Seaton high school.
They were buddies at Eastern. At
center is Mr. Johnsbn, County Supt.
An article by Mr. Roberts is being
held for the June Alumnus.
int~o ne
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Grad Uses Atoms to Benefit Citrus lndustr

J

No Lead Vest ... Only Long Tongs

Dr. F. M. Turrell, '29, Ex·
plains Importance of Ra
dioactive Tracers; Enjoin
Eastern to Develop Lead·
ers for Atomic Age.
By F. M. Turrell, '29
The first atomic bomb exploded
Hi 1945, leaving an amazed ai.i
dazed world.
IDxcept for a rare
newspaper note telling
how the
atomic energy contained in a piece
of coal the size of a pea could
drive an ocean liner to Europe and
back, even the
American
public
was unprepared for atomic energy.
Authors of textbooks in chemistry
generally failed to evaluate the experiments of the Curies, with the result that for the past 40 years the
law of the conservation of matter
has been taught in secondary school
and colleges, and still is, in many
places.
What happened at Hiroshima
shows that more than simple explo·
sive force is involved in atomic
energy. Heat, light, radiation, and
new-born radioactive elements result.
These last constitute .the greatest
danger in war and yet will bring, indirectly, the greatest benefits to
mankind. Most of these benefits are
now unimaginable.

Dr. Turrell, assistant plant physiologist at the Riverside Citrus Experiment station of the University of California, takes radioactive material from
a locker and places it in a Geiger counter.

J

Assembly Series Attracts Fovoroble Attention
Eastern has attracted considerable
attention this year with a series of
six weekly assemblies devoted to
various aspects of courtship and
marriage. Some of the nation's leading authorities, such as W. Clark
Ellzey, professo1· at Stephens college,
Missouri, spoke in January and February meetings. Their topics ranged
from "How to Quarrel Successfully"
to "Sex and Happiness in Marriage."
Cther outstanding assemblies have
fratured such nationally or international1y known authorities as Dr.
Hermann J. Muller of Indiana university, Nobel prize winner in 1946.
On February 26 Dr. Muller gave a
brilliant lecture dea'ing with certain
implications of his work in genetics.
Dr. Muller's experiments have shown
PAG E F OUR

that certain types of radiation can
change the reproductive gene and
cause strange mutations to occur in
various organisms. "Man in his experiments with radioactive materials
may be planting thousands of minute
genetic 'time bombs' which will explode many generations later and
change or doom the entire species,"
said Dr. Mul!er.
The new assembly series followed
a typically democratic move by
President R. G. Buzzard in turning
the programming over to a studentfaculty board. Under the ab!e leadership of Dr. Raymond Plath, who
came to Eastern in 1946 as a professor of economics, the series has
been quite laudable and the student
attenda nce good despite the fact that
it is optional.

The production of radioactive elements (i.e., chemical elements which
give off rays of very short wave
length similar to x -rays or light except that we cannot . see by these
rays) had been accomplished some
time before the last world war. Sev·
eral different types of machines were
used to make th em, of which the
most ·important ·was the cyclotron.
However, only the most minute
amounts of radioactive elements
could be produced by such instru·
ments, and experimentation with
radioactive elements was necessar·
ily confined to only a few individuals.
Development of the atomic bomb
was dependent on the construction of
the atomic pile, and it is in this pile
that radioactive elements are pro·
duced
in relatively
astronomical
quantities, so that now any experimenter almost anywhere in the world
who knows how to handle them can
have an adequate supply.
Man was the inventor and is the
custodian of agriculture. To separate
him from agriculture would be to des·
troy agriculture. Thus we will consider him as well as the animals he
raises and the plants which he grows.

Since 1942 Dr. Frank M. Turrell, right,
has used atomic energy to benefit humanitynot to destroy it. In the accompanying article,
written exclusively for the Alumnus, he presents his own conclusions about the future relation of atomic energy to agriculture, his
specialty. Dr. Turrell is recognized as one of
the first scientists in Southern California who
has continually worked in this field to aid the
citrus industry.
Although he has modestly ignored it in
his article, Dr. Turrell's experiments using
radio-active tracers have pointed the way to
solution of California's problem of injury to
citrus plants caused by the use of sulfur
sprays. The sulfur penetrates the fruit and
tree leaf during hot weather and causes extensive damage.
By continual experimentation with radioactive sulfur, Dr. Turrell discovered how the
sulfur enters tree leaves as a gas, then turns
to sulfuric acid, an injurious chemical. Since
the trees cannot expel the acid, they often
die.
According to Dr. E. L. Stover, head of
the botany department at Eastern, Dr. Turrell's findings while performing research
for his doctorate at the University of Iowa
were equally original and significant.

In perspective, man, when ill, or
when his animals and his plants are
ill, might be likened to an inoperative automobile taken to a mechanic
who does not understand how it
works. There would be little hope for
its repair, and yet to a large degree
man and all other living things have
bten and still are in a similar situation. As yet we have had no one to
turn to who really understands how
we or they work. This is primarily
true because knowledge in human,
animal, and plant physiology is far
from complete.
One of the greatest handicaps to
physiology has been that there was
no way adequately to label the
chemical elements taken into the
organism, retained in the organism,
or excreted by it. While Hevesy and
Paneth, working in Europe more
than 35 years ago, used naturally
occurring radioactive elements as
"tracers," as they are sometimes called, their applications were very limited because these elements were not
those normally utilized by living
things. Now it is possible to obtain
from the Atomic Energy Commission
a large number of radioactive elements considered essential to animals
and plants. Those for ready distriution -are carbon, potass ium, phosphorus, sodium, and sulfur. Hydrogen (H3) can be obtained, but since

it is about three times as heavy as
ordinary hydrogen, the reactions involving its use may not be normal.
Nitrogen (N13) is strongly radioactive for only 9.93 minutes (half
life*) and is usable for only certain
very special experiments. The same
is true for oxygen (015) which has
a half life of 126 seconds.
While hydrogen, nitrogen and
oxygen stable is o top e s ( n onradioactive elements either heavier
or lighter than the common element) are available, their use is
far from being as simple as is the us e
of radioactive isotopes. It is hoped
that these three elements may be
produced in more usable radioactive
form soon, for they .are greatly
needed.
Many of the common elements contained in crop fertilizers are available
from the atomic pile as radioactive
calcium, chlorine, phosphorus, potassium and sulfur. Minor elements
which are used by plants and animals
in very minute quantities and are
now known to be essential to healthy
plants and animals, s u c h a s
boron, copper, cobalt, iron, iodine,
molybdenum, and zinc, are also available in quantity. Magnesium and
*The time it takes a radioactive element to lose half its original amount
of radiation.

manganese, however, still must be
obtained from those institutions having cyclotrons. Elements commonly
used in insecticides and fungicides
such as arsenic, copper, mercury, and
sulfur may be obtained in radioactive form from the atomic pile; but
radioactive antimony and lead are
not for sale by the A.E.C., although
they can be produced.
Perhaps the problem, the solution
of which holds promise of the greatest benefit to man at present, is
how plants make sugar. Since all
animal life is directly or indirectly
dependent on the carbohydrates made
by plants, this problem now is the
object of renewed attack using radioactive isotopes as a tool. Excellent
progress has been made by scientists
of the University of California at
Berkeley.
In both plants and animals, knowledge of the way sugar is burned up
in supporting life (respiration) is of
great importance in alleviating certain physiological diseases, such as
diabetes in man and loss of quality in
stored fruits and vegetables. The
mode of action of industrial poisons,
military poisons (gases) on man,
forage poisons on cattle, the injurious
effects of insecticides and fungicides on plants, as well as the rea( Continued on Page 26)
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Cook Quartet Makes Teaching
Mrs . Cook Introduces Alumnus to Her Four Sons, for
whom Eastern was Stepping-Stone to Success.
Mrs. Cook closed her eyes and recited it word for word as she had
written it back in 1917, thirty-one
years before. The poem ended:
"By four points had our 'lads' beat
Decatur.

* * * *
Their only excuse made here after
the game
Was: 'Oh, accidents will sometimes
happen!'
But in their home paper they wrote
up the game:
'Lantz's huskies, man-handlin' and
scrappin'.' "
This was the ballad sought by the
Alumnus editor in December, the
spirited story of a famed MillikinEastern basketball game of long ago.
Lost from the files of the Eastern
New8, it still was fresh in the mind
of a woman who sent her four sons
through Eastern and on to success
in the field of education. One of
these sons, Raymond Mack Cook, is
at forty-five dean of the Chicago
Teachers college, taking up his duties
February 1 of this year. As dean Mr.
Cook is head of the college, since
there is no president.
Mrs. Maude L . Cook herself still
lives in the shadow of Old Main, at
1151 Sixth street in Charleston.

J
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Stanley Cook, '28

/ Gordon Cook, '15
Keenly interested in the school, she
was able to open new vistas into
Eastern's past for her interviewer.
However, it is to Mrs. Cook's sons
that this article must be devoted.
They represent a fitting group to
continue the series of "prominent
Eastern families" which to date has
included the Lumbricks and the
Bain bridges.
Les Cook was one of the all-time
greats in sports at Eastern, as
was his team-mate, "Rocky" Hampton. Both were "lads" on that same
Eastern team which so unexpectedly
tripped Millikin, provoking the ballad.
Though all four sons were active
in sports, Mrs. Cook admits that
Les got more than his share of the
athletic prowess bestowed on the
quartet. He was a four-letter man for
Coach C. P. Lantz, an outstanding
football, basketball, tennis, and baseball player. To the family it is still
a matter of great amusement and no
little pride that Les came back in
1933 for his degree, after earning
his diploma in 1919, and made the
baseball team at the age of 33! H e
first played on an Eastern team at
the age of 16.
When the "Little Nineteen" really
had nineteen teams, Les was all-state
in basketball. He was tennis singles
champion, too, but Coach Lantz remembers him as the man who could
hit when it counts, in the sport that

0

Troditio

the veteran mentor likes best-ha
ball.
Today Les is teaching mechani
drawing at Crane Technical hi
school in Chicago. He has taught ·
the Chicago school system ever sin
leaving Arthur high school, whe
he taught manual arts and coach
from 1920 to 1924. Les married Flo
ence Callahan, a graduate of C ·
cago Normal school, and of the C ·
cago Art Institute. The Les Coo
have a home in Oak Park. Daugh
Janet is nine years old.
Gordon is the eldest of the Coo
boys. Altogether, Gordon spent fi
years at Eastern. In 1915 he finish
the four year course leading to
diploma, when it was possible to e
ter the college directly from t
ninth grade. Then he came back ·
1925-26 and finished work for t
degree of B. Ed., first awarded he
in 1922. Later he received his mas.
ter's degree at the U . of I., where
became a Phi Delta Kappan.
Gordon has obtained a variety of
experiei-ice. He was principal of the
two-year high school at Camar
from 1915 to 1917, taught in the junior high school at Michigan City,
Ind., 1917-18. For a time after the
first World War he was an accountant for the U. S. Railroad Adminis.
tration. Then he returned to school
work, serving as principal of the
high schools at Sparland, Herrick,
Fairview, and Scottland in Illinois.
For two years he was with the office
of the state superintendent of
(Continued on Page 24)

/ Leslie Cook, '34

Chicago Awards Raymond Cook Wins Fight against Kelly-Johnson Machine
Teachers College Deanship
From the standpoint of dramatic interest,
the teaching career of Raymond Mack Cook is
worth an article in itself. He has received a great
deal of national attention for his share in the
reform movement which culminated in the removal of W illiam J ohnson and the appointment
of Herold Hunt as Chicago superintendent of
schools.
Raymond Cook was one of the victims of the
corrupt Kelly-Johnson political machine which
kept first-rate administrators from many Chicago superintendencies and maintained those
subservient to Johnson. Because of his remarkably fine record as a school man and because of
the flagrant nature of his demotion from a professorship in the Chicago Normal college to a
position as third grade teacher in the Fuller elementary school at a great reduction in salary,
Cook was one of the star witnesses in the National Educat ion association investigation of Chicago
schools. His story in the 1946 N.E.A. report
"Certain Personnel Practices in the Chicago Public Schools," was called "From College Faculty
to Elementary School."
The recent appointment of Mr. Cook to the
Teachers college deanship constitutes not only a
personal vindication, but is testimony to the returning health of Chicago schools.
The following newspaper story is typical of
the attit ude of responsible journalism. It is an
excerpt from an article by Helen F leming in the
January 22, 1948, Chicago Daily News.
"A Chicago school teacher who was <lenied
a principal's certificatae 10 years ago after
former Superintendent William H. Johnson pronounced him 'disloyal' to the school board administration, placed first in the written part of a
new principal's exam.
"Raymond M. Cook, 45, of 6108 Dorchester
Avenue, has been notified by the schools' board of
examiners that h is grade in the written exam
given last month was 95.6.
"The examiners told the Daily News that
95.6 was the highest grade ·any candidate received. There were 196 who scored above the
passing grade of 80, and 388 who failed the exam.
"In the 1937 exam,_Cook's grade on the writen part was 91.25.
"No records of that controversial exam have
een preserved, but it was repeatedly stated at
e time and never denied that Cook's was the
"ghest grade in the written test.
"Cook's case was one of those later used by
e N.E .A. and Chicago civic groups in the fight
oust J ohnson."
Only a few days later the Chicago Tr ibune,
sting seven top school appointments in the Chigo school system, announced Runt's appoint€Ilt of Raymond Cook to his new position.
Mr. Cook is admirably prepared to be a col( Continued on Page 24)

" Raymond Cook, '19

Eighteen Eastern Alumni Take Master's
Degrees at University of Illinois
EIGHTEEN EASTERN Illinois State college
alumni received the master's degree from the
University of Illinois in 1946, according to the
current Illinois catalogue. That number represents a remarkably high proportion of all master's degrees granted by the University that year
and is 24 per cent of the total contribution of students from the five Illinois teacher-training institutions. The high percentage is partially due,
of course, to the fact that some of the other
state colleges have begun to confer the master's
degree.
Eastern is proud of the eighteen alumni who
finished at the U. of I. Twelve of the degrees
were in education, but six other fields were represented. Alumni receiving the master of arts degree were:
Clarence Emerson Well, B. Ed. 1934, education; Robert Allen Evans, B. Ed. 1935 education ; Mildred J une Richey, B. Ed. 1937; education; Harold George Fearn, B. Ed. 1939 education; Bradley Edgar Squires, Jr., B. Ed. 1941,
history; Charles Cox Newman, B . Ed. 1943 education; Melvin Linder Miller, B. S. in Ed. '1944
education; Earl Christie Sparks, B. S. in Ed'.
(Continued on Page 25)
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Keeping In Touch
Class of 1901
Mildred White
920 S. llth St.
Charleston, Illinois
Gertrude Neal, '01, writes from
Seaside Inn, Daytona Beach, Florida,
that she has not taught for nearly
25 years, having "become a homemaker and devoted aunt." She is
active in church work, A. A. U. W.,
music club, and local and international charities. Miss Neal has spent
considerable time in travels in the
United States and abroad.
I. V. Iles, one of the 11 graduates
of 1901, writes to the Eastern Alumnus: "Please start coming here for
the one dollar enclosed. You certainly
overlooked me in announcing your
advent into the world." Mr. Iles lives
at 325 N. 17th St., Manhattan, Kansas.
Class of 1902
Mahala Jane White
920 S. llth St.
Charleston, Illinois
Nell Shy, '02, died May 9, 1937.
She taught first and second grade in
Kansas for several years before her
death.
Mrs. Paul Lee, the former Florence Moore, '02, has been hospitalized with a broken hip. Her home is
at 661 Franklin street, Denver,
Colorado. Mrs. Lee writes: "Our days
in what was then the "Normal
School" were pleasant, tho I remember I stood in considerable awe of
students like Ida Carothers-they always knew all the answers-and
Clarence Huffman. I can see him now
hopping up to answer promptly and
correctly."
Mrs. Lee taught her first year at
Fort Collins, and the little town became her home for 25 years. She
married a young lawyer, Paul W. Lee,
and now has a son and two daughters.
Gertrude Jackman, the former Gertrude Harding, '02, writes, "Your
letter (from Miss White) came like a
voice from the past . . . I hungrily
scan the pages (of the News and
Alumnus) hoping to see some familiar name but seldom do find any.
About a year ago I found our class
picture among some I had brought
to Oklahoma. . . Almost a half century can make many changes in this
fast moving age.
" . . . It has been 15 years since
I was in Charleston. . . everything
was so changed that I felt like a
stranger in a strange land. I have
wished so often that I could contact
PAGE EIGHT
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Elsie Woodson. Do you know her
married name and address?"
Mrs. Jackman's husband is now
dead. A daughter lives in St. Louis.
Mrs. Jackman lives at 117112 E. Oklahoma, Guthrie, Okla.
Mrs. William Harris, the former
Laura A. Parks, writes of Mr. Harris,
'02, " (He) retired three years ago as
superintendent of Decatur schools.
Since then we have been living on a
farm ·n <ar Moweaqua, Illinois."
Miss White, correspondent, has
been unable to contact others of her
c:a~~ -

Class of 1S03
Mrs. Arthur Lumbrick
Shelbyville, Illinois
Mrs. John A. Riggins, '03, the
.former Hattie Harrah, died August
23, 1947, at her rural home near
Phoenix, Arizona. After a year at
Anderson, Indiana, where she taught
seventh grade, Miss Harrah married
and went to Phoenix to live. She
taught in the intennediate grades
there for many years.
Class of 1904
John C. Dewolve
217 S. Cuyler Ave.
Oak Park, Illinois
Class of 1905
Cecil E. Stark
923 Forest A venue
River Forest, Illinois

Class of 1906
Charles W. Fender
1927 El Dorado Avenue
Berkeley 7, California
Class of 1907
Marguerite Bainbridge
1028 Ninth Street
Charleston, Illinois
Class of 1909
Mrs. Russell Shriver
412 Van Buren
Charleston, Illinois
(Editor's Note-Mrs. Shriver's ef·
forts to secure material concerning
her class deserve the highest praise.
As she says, she has material enough
to write a book-and it would be a
very interesting one. The following
has been edited just as little as possible to save space.)
Greeting and thanks! Your prompt
replies have brought our class mailing list up to date. Your letters have
told of your own activities and inter·
ests and you have inquired about
other members. I'm sure you all
agree that the Eastern Alumnus is
the greatest contribution ever offer·
ed by Alumni Services of Eastern
State to her graduates. . . This col. umn will be devoted to present location and profession, and excerpts
from letters will appear elsewhere
or later.
In M,emoriam
Paul E. Belting
Anna Hanselman (Belting)
Harland W. Corzine
Taylor W. Funkhouser
Mary Heil (Zimmerman)
Edward L. McCabe

Calvin Countryman, art professor, helps Eleanor Krask of Decatur complete mural on one wall of cafeteria banquet room where spring alumni
executive meeting will be held.

Esther Orr
Ada 0. Phillips (Brown)
Fred M. Smith
Ethel Tate (Walker)
Ruth Wamsley (Winter)
Ethel T. Williams
Margaret Briggs, 162 W. 78th St.,
New York City 24, N. Y. Retired
teacher of music. Ethel M. Brown,
1517 Charleston Ave., Mattoon, Illinois. Principal, Lowell school. Mary
Bruner (Mrs. Leo Tehon), 1003 S.
Bussey, Urbana, Illinois. Classics
Dept., U. of I. Pluma Buckmaster
(Mrs. W. H. Mehrling), R. R. 1,
Bucyrus, Ohio. Frank Chamberlin,
1517 2nd St., Charleston, Illinois.
Letter carrier, farming. Beryl Coffman (Mrs. Glen Munkelt), 1998 32nd
St., San Diego 2, California. May
Corzine (Mrs. Arthur S. Cox), 329
N. Mill St., Olney, Illinois. Myrtle
A. Davis (Mrs. John Snider), 1160
Sherman, Denver, Colorado. Mathematics, East high school, Denver.
IMr. Snider died in 1944). Laura Grace
Cossairt, address unknown. Was
graduated with class but attended no
sessions with group. Please notify
Mr. Elam or this correspondent if address known. Irene Degenhart, 1119
State St., Alton, Illinois. Alton high
school. Jeanette M. Dickerson, 852
Springfield, Illinois.
Park Ave.,
Home economics in Ursuline academy. Frances M. Dixon (Mrs. Charles F. Williams), Herrick, Illinois.
high school. Effie L. Feagan (Mrs.
Harvey Rechnitzer), 2300 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois. Principal,
Gary school. Lulu B. Foreman (Mrs.
C. C. Collier), 2955 Central Ave., St.
Petersburg, Florida. Fern S. Funkhouser (Mrs. Hubert Hill) R. R. 2,
Lema, Illinois. Lelia M. Gannaway
IMrs. Huber S. Davis), 419 Dodge
St., W. Lafayette, Indiana. Dr. J.
Roscoe Harry, M. D., 738 Sheridan
Road, Chicago 13, Illinois. Ferdinand Homann, 809 Wabash Ave., Mattoon, Illinois. Farming. Jessie M.
Bonn (Mrs. George Q. Meyers), 440
Jasmine St.,, Denver, Colorado. OliVff C. Hostetler, 2207 Bennett Ave.,
Evanston, Illinois. Evanston high
ehool. Verna Howe Apple, 810 N.
Boward St., Robinson, Illinois. Dr.
arrv L. Huber, M. D., 10755 S. Seey Ave., Chicago, Illinois. Chester
ume, 8011 Linden Ave., Seattle 3,
ashington. Machinist. (Thanks to
ul E. Blair, '34, this address was
ured by the insertion of a notice
the Danville newspaper under
oice of the People.") Torney P.
, 6630 Newgard Ave., Chicago 26,
inois. John B. Phillips, 3340 Richnd Ave., Mattoon, Illinois. Dealer'p, General Electric appliances.
ahia White Ellis, 3811'h Montclair
, Los Angeles, California. E. H.
aylor, our class adviser, retired in
4 but continues to make Charles-

February 9, 1948, marked another milestone in Eastern's efforts to realize
the twenty-five year building program adopted in 1944. In the above picture
the first earth is being turned/for the new two million dollar library. Principals
(with shovels) are Dr. Roscroe Schaupp, library head; Mary J. Bo-oth, library
head, retired; and President R. G. Buzzaz:'d.
ton his home, residing at 885 7th St.
He owns and manages several farms.
Now that you know where all may
be reached, write to each other, write
to me, subscribe to the Eastern
Alumnu_s and watch for news. Keep
me informed of any changes of address and news of yourselvt-s and
others. We hope to have a real homecoming at Homecoming time on our
50th anniversary.
Lida Hostetler,
(Mrs. Russell Shriver)*
*Mr. Shriver died in 1945.
Class of 1910
Ruth Carman
E. I. S. C.
Charleston, Illinois
The following letter is from Miss
Carman:
"One of the members of the Class
of 1910, who graduated as Georgia
Mathes, became a Catholic nun soon
after she left here, and her name is
now Sister Mary Candelaria. She has
been in Puerto Rico for a number of
years. I wrote to her asking her to
tell us about her work there, and she
answere:l in part:
" 'Many years ago, when the Redemptorist Fathers first began their
work here, they organized a class of
women and girls to do fine needlework. It was a small beginning, but
it brought the girls together. Shortly after this, the School Sisters of
Notre Dame came to take charge of
the parochial school. They took
charge of the needlework, and the
class and its output grew as the

coming tourists created a demand
for their work, particularly the
rawn-work.
" 'There was developed eventually
the Notre Dame Industrial School,
housed in a fine four-story building.
The fourth floor is the Sisters' con·1ent; the third floor is entirely for
the use of a group of girls who live
as interns with us. They are poor but
good girls and are accepted upon
good recommendations. They learn
during the day how to sew, wash and
iron the linens, cook, and take care
of things in general. Most of them
stay (Jnly one or two years, but the
olde;,t girl here now has been with us
20 years.
" 'On the second floor are the girls
doing various kinds of needlework.
More than 100 girls live at home and
come to work during the day. As
many more live at home and do work
sent them to do there. The finished
work, laundered and arranged for
the salesroom, is displayed in this
large room on the same floor. There
people come to buy or to leave orders.
There are also the office, some other
small rooms, and the packing room
where the mail orders are taken care
of. Lastly there is the room where
the linens are stamped and the patterns are made. That is where I do
my work. Though it is quite different
in character from that for which we
received our training in the Normal
school, the principles, standards, and
ideals implanted in us by the good
teachers and professors we had there
were of the enduring kind and they
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awards from the American Association for the Advancement of Science,
the New York Academy of Science,
and the American Society for Horticultural Science.
Most of Mr. Zimmerman's research
has been done in the field of plant
hormones. These
are
chemicals,
either natural or synthetic, which
induce unusual responses in plants.
Some practices which have resulted
from plant hormone research are
prevention of pre-harvest drop of
apples, increased fruit set and induced seedless tomatoes, inhibition
of fruit tree buds to prevent loss
through late frost, and the regulation
of flowering in pineapples, so that
the crop can be staggered to facilitate harvest and canning operations.
Mr. Zimmerman explains that the
Boyce Thompson institute, although
privately endowed, was established
for the purpose of finding facts about
plants and publishing the results for
the good of humanity. It is not a commercial institution, and is chartered
under the education laws of the state
cf New York.
Class of 1911
Mrs. Wm. Oscar Rogers
Box 612
Pasco, Washington
From classmates who wrote Mrs.
Mrs. Ruth Henderso1, Gaertner,
Rogers has come the following in'45, smiles on opening day at the colformation: Lulu Belle Ashmore of
1.e ge cafeteria February 4, 1948.
Charleston and Fred George Homann
Mrs. GaJrtner, a member of 911e
of Mattoon died some years ago.
home economics staff, is cafeteria
Anna Elizabeth Coffey, originally of
manager.
Kansas, is now Mrs. Ransom Harvey
and lives in Chicago, where her husband teaches in the city schools.
still live and carry over in all I have
Charles E. Long, 253 Saundale
to do.
avenue, Hammond, Indiana, says, "I
" 'On the ground floor of the building are the kitchen, pantries, dining . have just started my 26th year at the
desk in the chemistry laboratory at
rooms, laundry, a large room for a
Hammond high school. It seems just
day nursery of about 50 children,
a short time ago that I came here.
and a clinic where the poor of the
But I am now teaching sons and
parish come for treatments. It is
daughters of my former pupils. Our
really a charitable institution in all
only child, Charles III, is a member
of its phases. With the helping of
of the Class of 1948, and at present
their bodies, we at the same time
is vice president of the Student Assoaim to help the souls of those who
ciation. I am a member of the Core
come in contact with us, from the
Committee of the high school, which
various personalites who come to
buy, to the boy who sweeps the yard. has control of plans and curriculum
changes. As dean of boys I am a
" 'Across the street from us is a
large school for our elementary and
member of the Guidance Council for
the city schools. I married Lola M.
junior high children, about 750, with
Mullen in 1921. We have the one son.
16 teachers teaching. A large church
Mrs. Harold Greenleaf, formerly
is connected with the plant.' "
Percy W. Zimmerman, '10, who
Ruth Gray, '11, lives at 1220 Sixmarried Patti Martin, a member of
teenth street, Rock Island, Illinois.
the same class, has become a disHer husband is a graduate of the
Massachusetts Institute of Techtinguished scientist with the famed
Boyce Thompson Institute for Plant
nology and is now head of the GreenResearch, Inc., with headquarters in
leaf Construction company, which
Yonkers, N. Y. His name is listed in
erects chiefly industrial buildings.
"Who Is Who in America," "InterThe Greenleafs have two children,
national Who's Who," "American
Betty and Bob. Betty, 27, is the wife
Men of Science," and various other
of a chemist who was employed at
publications giving recognition for
Chicago university in atomic reimportant service. He has received
search during the war. Bob, 21, is

J
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studying mechanical engineering at
the University of Wisconsin.
Mrs. Harry Slater, formerly Flos·
sie Henry, '11, writes from her farm
home near Kansas that she has two
children, Sidney, who was in service
for nearly six years and is a veteran
of the Burma campaign, and Lois, a
graduate nurse now married.
Mrs. Nathan C. Fleming, formerly
Susie Archer, '11, says, "I just kept
on teaching when I was married, to
complete my 25 years. After my husband died there was no reason I
should not go on as long as I cared
to." She is principal and teacher of
second grade at the Bennett school
in Mattoon.
Mrs. Rogers, the former Cynthia
McKittrick, '11, says of herself:
"When a student in Miss Weller's
meteorology class, I learned of a region in the state of Washington
where there were alternating wet and
dry cycles of seven years each. Little
did I then dream that I would one day
become a resident of that region; but
such is the case, first as a teacher,
later as the wife of a wheat rancher,
which is my present status."
Mrs. Rogers has a married daughter and two sons, both of whom are
wheat and stock ranchers.
In her interesting letter, Mrs.
Rogers speaks of the soil and climatic conditions of her adopted country. Her husband initiated the use of
the disc rather than the plow in tilling the dry, easily eroded soil. Other
farmers scorned the innovation. One
said he "might just as well drag a
tvxkey gobbler backwards by the
tail and let it scratch." However, the
results spoke for themselves, and
soon other farmers were following
suit. Today, the disc is used exclusively.
Helen Byers, now Mrs. Vernie A.
Jones, '11, replied to Mrs. W. 0.
Rogers, Class of 1911 correspondent,
with this letter:
"As to our present circumstances,
there isn't much to say. We live on a
small farm on the edge of Newton
and during the summer live the
prosaic life of any small farmer. In
winter, however, for recreation we
both teach in rural schools. V. A., as
he is commonly known around here, is
the principal of one of our newly
consolidated districts. I have one of
the seven remammg independent
schools. Such an occupation is guaranteed to keep one young and on his
toes.
"Among many changes on the
campus which are so interesting to
me are those of Pemberton Hall. Our
daughter is president of the girls
there this year and I find the organization is very carefully planned.
"When our daughter graduates
from Eastern in 1949 she will be the

fifth in our family to graduate there.
That includes V. A. and myself, of
course. Our oldest son, Earl, was in
the Class of 1938. Another (Herschel) finished in 1940. The only exception is our youngest son, who is
at the U. of I. on a scholarship. He
is majoring in agricultural engineering.
"It is very interesting to go back
to the campus for various activities,
as we often do when any of our
youngsters are in school there."
Cora Parkison (M.rs. Rush Darigan), '11, has two children, a boy
and a girl, both now married. Her
son, Rush, Jr., and daughter, Patricia, now Mrs. Keith Biggs, live in
emergency housing built for veterans on the Eastern campus. Rush
and Mr. Biggs are advanced students.
(Mrs. Rush
Annie Galbreath
Meyer), '11, taught for ten years before marrying and taking a home
one mile south of Charleston.
Lucy S. Schlobohm, '11, is active
in church work and Home Bureau
activities at Findlay, Illinois, where
she has made her home since leaving
the Indianapolis schools in 1932.
Class of 1912
Wm. E. Gossett
1435 Eleventh St.
Charleston, Illinois
Robert F. King, '12, is refinery
manager for the Arabian-American
Oil company at Dhahran, Saudi Arabia.
Class of 1914
Mrs. C. T. Gates
708 Johnson St.
Charleston, Illinois
"Adopted Jane," a book written by
Fern Daringer, a 1914 graduate and
former teacher at Eastern, has been
chosen by the book editor of the
New York Times as one of the 10
best books for children published in
1947.
Miss Daringer took a position at
the Lincoln school, Teachers college,
Columbia, in 1925, after several
years on the Eastern staff. She has
traveled extensively and has compiled numerous textbooks and books
of children's poetry.
Gladys Campbell, '14, is instructor of humanities, University of Chicago.

ing through the Lord correspondence,
found this tid-bit:
In 1912 a young man named
Robert Guy Buzzard asked President
Lord for a copy of the college catalogue. It seems that he knew 'a young
woman who was attending and his
interest in the young lady gave him
a curiosity about the school. It turned out, however, that Robert Guy
Buzzard attended at Normal, finished there, and had no further close
connection with Eastern until he became president of the college in 1933.
The young lady, however, continued at Eastern, finishing in 1916.
Her name then was Irene Couchman.
It is now Mrs. Robert Guy Buzzard.
(Dr. Coleman, social science department head, hopes to have the Golden
Anniversary history completed by
January 1, 1949.)
Mrs. Glenna Sprout Albers, '16,
will conduct her fourth rural demonstration school on the Eastern campus this summer. Mrs. Albers has received much favorable attention for
the progressive techniques and ideas
she uses in the room she sets up on
the second floor of Old Main to
mimic a rural situation. Rural
teachers attending workshops spend
much time observing her classes.
Two of her pupils, painting industriously, will be featured on the cover
of the summer catalogue this year.
Russell Howard Anderson, '16, retired from his position as curator of
the Museum of Science and Industry
at Chicago in 1947 to live at 1639
Hood, Cleveland, Ohio. Mr. Anderson,
who holds the Ph. D. from the University of Illinois, had a varied career

before his curatorship. He taught at
Robinson, was principal of the
Kipahulu school, Maui, T. H., served
in the army during World War I,
then returned to his home at Jewett
to farm. After doing further work
at Eastern in 1920, he taught at
Jewett, studied at the University,
and then taught in three different
states before finishing the doctorate.
Mr. Anderson's wife is the former
Cecil Marie Long, also a graduate of
Eastern.
Several members of the Class of
1916 are living in Charleston, among
them Mrs. Glenna Sprout Albers,
mentioned above. When the person
originally contacted to gather class
news declined, Mrs. Albers consented
to do so just before this issue was
printed. She wrote:
"We have three other class members here. Nelle Hutchason is principal of the Franklin school and
teaches the first grade. She has
taught there since 1917 and has been
principal most of that time.
Opal
Bensley
Stanberry
has
joined the rank of grandmothers. Her
daughter, Mary Alice (Mrs. Franklin McQueen of Tuscola), has a new
son. Opal's son Richard also lives in
Tuscola, where he works in the bank.
Her third son, Gene, is a student at
Eastern State high school, where he
plays basketball on the B team.
Both Richard and Mary Alice are
graduates of Eastern State high:
"Leah Todd is still perhaps our
busiest person. Her vocation is
managing her farms, but she finds
time for many other activities.
Among them are the local Woman's

Class of 1915
Mary Linder
904 Sixth St.
Charleston, Illinois
Class of 1916
Glenna Sprout Albers
300 Polk St.
Charleston, Illinois
Historian C. H. Coleman, rummag-

J Over 300 students now eat r egularly during weekdays at the n ew c ~e
cafeteria. Breakfast, lunch, and dinner are served at an average daily cost to
the student of approximately $1.30. This picture shows the fir s t line at noon
F ebruary 4.
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Club, in which she serves on the program committee, and the Home
Bureau, in which she is a member of
the executive board."
Class of 1917
Ceale Marie Drakeford
R. R. 3
Toledo, Illinois
Class of 1918
M.ary Crowe
2525 Florida Drive
Ft. Wayne, Indiana
Joseph C. Fender, '18, married an
Eastern graduate, Madeline Rominger, and their daughter, Charlotte, is a sophomore at Eastern this
year.
Irma Bails, '18, is with the Bails'
grocery in Charleston. Callie Barnes
is also still living in Charleston.
Malora Stanberry Rozar, '18, is
enjoying the life of the Old South at
421 Nottingham Drive,
Macon,
Georgia.
Vera Babbs Goossen, '18, died in
1934. A daughter survives her.
A letter sent to Class of '18 president Berne Norton was returned.
Can someone help with data about
him and others of this class?
Class of 1919
Edith Crowe
2525 Florida Drive
Ft. Wayne, Indiana
Class of 1920
Mrs. Paul A. Moody
4615 Oakwood Avenue
Downers Grove, Illinois
Max Carmen, '20, is head of the
department of math at Murray State
Teachers college, Kentucky.
Class of 1921
Vernon E. Barnes
Rushville, Illinois
Until he secures replies from
members of the Class of '21 to whom
he is ·writing, Mr. Barnes says, "If
there be any interested-I taught in
the industrial arts department of the
Jacksonville, Illinois, high school after graduation. I left the teaching
field to become connected with the
Keystone View company of Meadville, Pa., and have been with them
for 25 years now. Most of that time
I have been in their visual education
department ... presently most of my
time is spent managing farm land in
and about Schuyler county, Illinois.
"We have three children, Byron at
St. Louis College of Pharmacy, Barbara Jean at MacMurray college in
Jacksonville, where Mrs. Barnes
graduated in 1922, and Marilyn, a
sophomore in Rushville high school.
"By the way, Melvin McCaleb,
superintendent, and Valmore Green,
agriculture department head at our
high school, are former E. I. men.
My sister Vera, Class of '23, marP AGE TWELVE

ried Perie F. Shafer, who attended
E. I. They now live at Macomb,
where he has been superintendent of
schools for eight years. Their children Patricia and Stuart are both
enrolled at Western Illinois State
college."
Class of 1922
Cyril D. Reed
1243 Holt
Pomona, California
Class of 1923
Harold H. Whittemore
P. 0. Box 1122
New Orleans, Louisiana
(Editor's Note: Mr. Whittemore
has secured historical records of several members of the Class of '23.
Unfortunately, space permits use of
only five of them, chosen at random.
That of Miss Charlotte E. Spurlin is
worthy of a feature article and we
hope to use it as such at a later date.
Arrangements are being made to
hold a Silver Anniversary reunion
for the Class of '23 on the campus
in connection with Alumni Day-Commencement activities Friday, June
4. Letters will be sent to all class
members when plans are complete.)
Dorothy Leggitt, '23, is co-author
of a book entitled Basic Study Skills,
published by Henry Holt and company. At present Miss Leggitt is
teaching at Clayton high school,
Clayton, Missouri, where she has
been since 1937. Last summer she
taught guidance at the University of
Missouri. Miss Leggitt holds the M.
A. from the University of Chicago
and has taken two years of further
training there.
Ralph Boyer, '23, is owner and
operator of the large Dr. Pepper
Bottling company at Paris, Illinois.
His franchise covers Clark, Coles,
Edgar, and Douglas counties. Mr.
Boyer married Miriam G. Eversole in
1923. He lists no advanced degrees
or post graduate study, but proudly
notes under "hobbies": "Same old
bad habits."
Genevieve Lesemann Crouse, '23,
is supervisor of off-campus home
economics teaching at Tolono high
school for the University of Illinois.
She took the B. Ed. at Eastern in
1939, went on for the M. Ed. at Colorado A. and M. in 1945. Mrs. Crouse
has one son who is a sophomore at
the University of Illinois and a
second who is a senior at Tolono
high.
William Donald Ashbrook, '23, is
associate professor of industrial arts
at Illinois State Normal university,
where he took the B. Ed. degree in
1931. He came to Normal in 1947
from Fairmont State college of
West Virginia, where he had charge
of pre-engineering and industrial
arts. Mr. Ashbrook mentions having

met Dr. L. F. Ashley, former head of
industrial arts at Eastern, at an industrial arts convention in: Pittsburgh, where Dr. Ashley spoke. Dr.
Ashley is now at Yonkers, N. Y.
Leila Armstrong, '23, is supervisor
of elementary education and an extension teacher at Indiana State
Teachers college, Terre Haute. She
holds the M. A. from Columbia and
has studied at the University of
Southern California, Syracuse university, the University of Chicago,
and Temple university. She is particularly interested in remedial reading and has helped to establish a
unique clinic and reading program
in La Porte, Indiana. Miss Armstrong
is author of one book and a number
of articles published in educational
magazines.
Class of 1924
Joe Fender
Charleston, Illinois
Class of 1925
Ozeta Goodman Cowan
325 Third St.
Joliet, Illinois
Class of 1926
Everett L. Green
3703 Western A venue
Mattoon, Illinois
Eunice Wright, '26, writes that
"nothing ever happened to me worthy
of being called news." She is teaching mathematics at Cave-in-Rock
high school. It's a Southern Illinois
school, tucked away among the hills
where one of the chief occupations
is mining fluorspar, "spar" to the
natives.
Class of 1927
Otho Green
3614 Fairview Avenue
Downers Grove, Illinois
Emily Heistand Lynch, '27, was for
several years society editor of the
Charleston Courier after she found
teaching "lacked charm" for her. As
of August 29, 1936, she became Mrs.
Lee Lynch. Lee, widely known as
Coles county's radio reporter, is also
a former Eastern student. "Secretary
without pay" to her husband, Emily
is an important member of the Lynch
team. Lee now broadcasts over Station WLBH of Mattoon via its
Charleston studio.
Mrs. Lynch would have finished
in 1926 but for an eye ailment that
forced her to wait until the following
year. As a result she finished with
the Class of 1927, a group she had
known from training school days.
Mildred Nolting Hoffman, '27,
writes from Irvington, Illinois, that
since her marriage in 1941 to Oliver
A. Hoffman, operater of a lumber
yard at Irvington, she has done a
great deal of supply teaching in both
Marion and Washington counties.

Her brother, Wilfred, also a former
student here, is now a doctor practicing in Grosse Pointe, Michigan.
Class of 1928
Mary Margaret Toole
314 S. F'a yette
Saginaw, Michigan
Class of 1929
Dorothy Tripp
360 N. Ivy
Monrovia, California
Class of 1930
Nolan Sims, '30, one of the football
greats at Eastern when the teams
were the terror of the Little Nineteen,
has returned to Illinois after a period
at Lafayette, Indiana. Mrs. Sims,
the former Julia Burnside, also of
Eastern, presented him with a second
son, Norman Howard, on January
26, 1948. Other children are Nolan
Kent, 9, and Julia Anne, 7. The Sims
make their home in Paris, where Mr.
Sims is district agent for the Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance company.
Class of 1931
Donald Dorris
1204 W. Vine
Taylorville, Illinois
Mardi Gras Day, a new book of
drawings and lithographs published
by Holt, is described by Edward F.
Murphy in the Chicago Tribune as a
•·visual adventure and joy . . . its
artists have a knack of getting the

spirit as well as the surface of their · kept up as well as I might have,
especially in relation to the Class of
scenes."
1935. Many of my acquaintances have
Ralph Wickiser, '31, is first of the
branched out into the other classes,
three artists whose work composed
so any news I have is bound to be
the book. Mr. Wickiser is head of the
scattered throughout several groups.
fine arts department,
Louisiana
"Bob Finley, '36, is now attending
State university, Baton Rouge.
school at Greeley, Colorado, working
Class of 1932
on a graduate degree in education.
Mrs. Lida Siegel Gumm
He formerly worked with Allied
R. R. 7
Mills at Cozad, Nebraska, after reParis, Illinois
turning from army service. Lloyd
McMullin is teaching biology and reClass of 1933
lated sciences at North Idaho junior
Robert E. Wiseman
college, at Coeur d'Alene, Idaho. For
8013 N.W. Sixth Avenue
the past two summers he has been
Miami 38, Florida
a park nl\turalist at Glacier national
The birth of Jack Edward on Depark.
cember 2, 1947, makes three boys in
"The Margaret Brandon you list
the family of Elisabeth Lumbrick
married an English teacher who for
Cunningham, '33, 1012 W. Fairchild,
a short time taught at Eastern . . .
Danville, Ill.
Robert Evans is a brother to Ralph
Evans, '32, of Fresno State college,
Class of 1934
Fresno, California. Mary K. Love
Louise Stillions
DeMunn, '35 , is a demonstrator for
Laupahoehoe School
an appliance company in St. Louis.
Territory of Hawaii
Glenn Walker, '35, when last heard
Julia Louise Hendricks Hedinger, from, was traveling for the McKay
'34, now lives at Catlin, Ill. A son,
Chain company (I think) out of
Charles, is two and one-half years of
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
age.
"Jack H. McClelland, former student, 1932, is now working for the
Class of 1935
navy department in Washington as
Harold F. Cottingham
an executive in the visual aids divi2509 Twelfth St.
sion. James Iknayan, former student,
Moline, Illinois
1938, travels for Longmans Green
The following are excerpts from a
and company, calling on colleges and
letter written last November 17 by
universities in 13 western states. He
Harold F. Cottingham, '35.
married Frances Brown, '36.
"You asked about news of memEileen Iberg, '39, is teaching and
bers of Eastern's classes. I have not
doing guidance work at Washington
Junior high school, Rock Island,
Illinois.
The only other Eastern grad in this
area is Louis L. Josserand, '36, who
teaches shop work in United Township high school at East Moline,
Illinois.
Mary E. Young, '41, is teaching in
elementary schools
at
Saginaw,
Michigan.
Mary Margaret Irwin, '33, is a
reading consultant for Scott Foreman and company, traveling through
Ohio and several eastern states.

Nicola Moscona, 0eading bass with the Metropolitan Op.era 2ompany,
closed the Entertainment Course season at Eastern with a concert March 4.
Generous with his time, he helped Ruth Longbons of Albion (above) and other
toice students with professional advice.
Dr. Glenn H. Seymour is already planning a fine Golden Anniversary
Entertainment Course for 1948-49 .
0

Class of 1936
Thomas Chamberlin
628 Woodland A venue
Duluth 5, Minnesota
A number of fin e letters sent in
reply to appeals by Mr. Chamberlin
must be held until the M~y Alumnus.
Sorry.
Mrs. Everett Clapp, the former
Mary Josephine Baker, '36, has retired from teaching home economics
at Sidell high school and is now
mother of Steven Everett, born September 7, 1947.
Class of 1937
William Abernathy
Stonington, Illinois
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J A high-light of the winter social season at Eastern was an all-school
dance played by Gene Krupa's band. Over 1700 persons attended. The Women's
League and Men's Union, co-sponsors, got nationwide attention for a babysitters' bureau whicp permitted mayy married students to attend. Publicists
above are Bernie Ohm and Bill Strebing.
Russell (Joe) Curry, '37, has
coached many good teams at Windsor, where he has been since graduation, with the exception of a period
of military service. His 1947-48 team
is one of the best, winning another
Shelby county basketball championship for the former Panther star.
Ritta Whitesel, '37, is a clothing
specialist at the University of Illinois, college of agriculture. Her advice on the purchase of fabrics and
clothing is often seen in newspapers
of Illinois which receive U. of I.
bulletins.
·
Hazel Haskett, '37, is now at New
York university, school of education, as a member of ihe home economics staff. For four years Miss
Haskett was assistant state supervisor of home economics education
with offices at Springfield. At Eastern she was president of the home
economics club when a senior.
Class of 1938
Mrs. Elizabeth Widger Bayles
1615 Twelfth Street
Charleston, Illinois
Forrest "Frosty" Lancaster, '38,
took a position as maintenance engineer at the University of Illinois
airport last November 1. Lancaster
holds the M. A. from Illinois. He became an instructor at the Spartan
School of Aeronautics, Tulsa, in 1941,
teaching mathematics in the College
of Engineering for the army air
corps. Later he was in charge of the
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navigation department.
He now
holds various licenses and ratings.
Wayne Neal, '38, left his position
as coach of Oswego, Illinois, high
school following the death of his
father last fall. He is now operating
the family automobile agency and
garage at Tuscola. Wayne announced
his forthcoming marriage in early
February. A wedding trip to Mexico
was planned.
Class of 1939
Gerald Lloyd Kincaid
R. R. 4, Box 80
Mason, Michigan
Robert G. Fick, '39, and Dr. Irving
Wolfe, former music department
head at Eastern now acting in the
same capacity at George Peabody
College for Teachers, were principals
in a presentation of "The Messiah"
at Carmi, Illinois, last December.
Several members of the Eastern
faculty and student body assisted
Mr. Fick, who is music director at
Carmi high school and director of
the Carmi community choir.
Lt. Comdr. and Mrs. Garland
Bryan announced the birth of a son,
Stephen Michael, January 25, 1948.
Lt. Comdr. Bryan graduated in 1939
and Mrs. Bryan, the former Virginia
Bubeck, finished in 1941. He is now
on a three months aircraft carrier
cruise in the Atlantic.
Ray Bower, '39, writes to us from
Beecher City Community h i g h
school, where he has been teaching

shop siiice 1940, except for 39 month.I
with Uncle Sam. Mrs. Bower, whom
Ray met and married at Beecher
City back in 1942, keeps busy with
their two year old son.
Fred Bohn, '39, sends greetings
from his entire family, Mrs. Bohn
(whom Easternites will remember as
Neva Chapman) and two girls,
Sharon Sue, age four, and Cheryl
Elaine, age 15 months. Fred says
that besides being superintendent of
schools at Kings, Illinois, he does
quite a lot of teaching.
Carl Cline, '39, received his M.S.
in chemistry from the University of
Nebraska back in 1944. Since then
he has been working in the inforrna·
tion service of the laboratory for the
General Aniline and Film corpora·
tion, Easton, Pennsylvania. He and
Mrs. Cline, a graduate of Kansas
State college, are at home at Hillside
Avenue, Easton, Pennsylvania, over·
looking the Delaware river.
Mildred Baker Hall, '39, says that
she has been household executive for
the Harold Hall family for the past
eight years. From Charleston they
went to Galva, Illinois; from there to
Kewanee; and then into the army.
After the army, they came back
to Charleston, where Harold was as·
sistant coach and social science
teacher for two years. Last August
they moved to Newman so that
Harold could take on the job as
athletic director and head coach.
Son Kirby is their three year old
half-back. (Incidentally, Harold has
coached a top-notch football team
and the Okaw Valley champions in
basketball at Newman this year.*)
Rosamond Petty Mcintosh, '39, got
together with the Class of '37 as
represented by Ralph Mcintosh, and
moved to Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
While Ralph works as a research
physicist at Westinghouse, Rosamond keeps busy with their two children, Cathy, age six, and John, ·age
three.
Leon Dale Goldsmith (Goldy), '39,
is teaching physics and mathematics
at Amboy. He says, "Yes, I do have
a family-a wife and two little Gold·
smiths who answer to the names of
Gwen and George, ages two and one."
Dale also passes on news of five
other Easternites on the Amboy
faculty:
0. W. Funkhouser, '31, principal
for several years, took time out for
three years to serve with General
MacArthur in the Southwest Pacific.
Orval Spurlin, '41, is teaching his·
tory and physical education and is
coaching basketball. The Chicago
Daily News mentioned his team as
a darkhorse in the Dixon regional.
The record was 12 wins against six
losses.
Sarah Beth recently joined the
*Editor's Note.

Spurlin family, making a total of
two children. Mrs. Spurlin was
formerly Isabelle Dole, of Eastern. ·
Marie Dickson, '44, is teaching
English at Amboy.
Elizabeth Monts, '46, has girls' P.
E. and is dramatics coach.
Stanley Gibson, '41, joined the Amboy faculty from a two-year session
of teaching the Navajo Indians on a
reservation in New Mexico. He is
now teaching English, and takes care
of the school news publications.
Class of 1940
Bob Fick
High School
Carmi, Illinois
Clovis (Tobe) Scott, '40, coaching
his first year at St. Anne, Illinois,
high school, annexed the title in the
Kankakee Valley conference with a
basketball team that won nine and
lost none against conference competition. John Stabler, '47, is Scott's
assistant in basketball.
Harold D. Mieure, '40, writes: "I'm
still here at Bethalto high school as
coach and shop teacher. I finished
my trade experience this last summer and now have a Smith-Hughes
in building trades.
"My twin brother, Gerald, is
printing teacher in the Louisville,
Kentucky, school system.
"I'll try to get up to look over the
campus soon. I've been there only

once since my return from service."
Raymond Duke, '40, is completing
work toward the M. A. at the University of Illinois. He holds an assistantship in the industrial arts department. Mr. Duke's address is
406% W. Elm St., Urbana, Ill.
Class of 1941
Frank Tate
c / o English Dept.
University of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon
Ervin Kirchhofer, '41, has accepted
a position as Shelby county agent
for Farm Bureau insurance. He has
been with the Farm Bureau office
in Hillsboro, Montgomery county.
Ervin served in the navy in mine disposal work for some time during the
war.
Jack Newgent, '41, is supervisor of
veterans' education for three counties
in Florida. His home is at 302 Hickory St., Melbourne, F'la. Mr. Newgent served in the air corps from
1943 to 1945.
Rex Closson, '41, is a research
chemist with the Ethel Gasoline corporation, Detroit, Michigan.
Class of 1942
Ed Weir
Oakland H. S.
Muncie, Illinois
Ellis L. Stout, '42, is now working
at Los Alamos, N. M., at the famed

Some 50 students made a 7,500 mile tour of the American Southwest during the 1947 summer session at Eastern. In the above picture women tourists
are busy with the we.~<'s wash.
The 1948 Prairie State Field Studies tour will cover New England and
French Canada, with stops at the Republican national convention in Philadelphia, Niagara Falls, Hyde Park, New York City, (six days), Plymouth
Rock, Quebec, and many other places of interest. Boat trips, mountain
climbing, and other recreational features are being arranged.
Twelve hours of credit will be given in geography and history.
Dr. E. M. Scott, tour director, is still receiving applications from interested
students, but only 25 will be registered, because of limited facilities.
Dr. C. H. Coleman is tour historian.

atomic energy plant. His adress is
3450 Trinity Drive, Zone 1, Los Alamos, N. M.
Class of 1943
Martha Moore Mason
829 Seventh St.
Charleston, Illinois
Lee Podesta Hickman, '43, writes
that, from Alumnus reports, she
would require a guide to reasure her
that it was the right campus should
she pay Eastern a visit, what with
the new cafeteria, library, lounge,
athletic grounds, and re-landscaping.
·'They sound exciting and like the
answer to many dreams."
Lee is ~other of "Ginni," now il,
and "Hank," nearly two. Since her
;-elease from the Waves, Lee has
lived at 534 Fairview, Galion, 0.
This year she has done substitute
teaching in addition to all her home
duties.
Class of 1944
Jean Henderson
Shelbyville, Illinois
Sally Bainbridge Burt, '44, writes
from 22714 N. Summit St. Webberville, Michigan. She and Irving are
the proud parents of Irving Walter
III, who arrived November 23, 1947.
Irving, Sr., attends Michigan State
during the summers and on Saturdays, and expects to receive his master's degree after school this summer.
Sally also writes that Emily Steinbrecher, '44, now Mrs. Anthony
Codipoti, is living in Los Angeles and
has a little girl, Eleanore Jeanne,
born November 17.
Marie Dickson, '44 (mentioned in
Class of 1939 items) is in her second
year at Amboy high school. Last
summer she began work on her master's degree in English at Northwestern university.
Rosemary Nicoson, '44, who is
teaching English at the high school
in Fairmount, Illinois, for the fourth
year, has announced her engagement
to Russell Smith of Fairmount. They
plan to be married in June and to
live in Danville.
Aileen Carter, '44, writes: "I
began teaching at Ogden in the fall
of '44 and have been here since then.
Since I've been here, I've taught
home economics, general science, and
physical education, but this year I
have two classes of home economics
I and II and two classes of physical
education. We have an active F.H.A.,
an art club, and a school cafeteria
which I manage, so I'm busy most of
the time. I have attended the University of Illinois one summer, '45, and
have taken several interesting trips
with my room-mate, Wanda Nicoson,
another EI graduate of '44, who
teaches commerce here. We went to
Colorado one summer, and last sumPAGE FIFTEEN

In the above picture Dr. S. E.
Thomas (left), retired head of the
social science department, is shown
with Charle;; Reyn Ids, president of
the Charleston National Bank. As
active as ever in bank affairs, Dr.
Thomas is now chairman of the
board. He was bank president during much ~f his t,'.7l'ching career.
At left 1s Bruce Rardin, '10. vicepresident of the bank and one of
Eastern's loyal alumni. Ronald King
is bank cashier. Mrs. King was Class
of 1913.
The Eastern State News, which
each week uses a feature on the City
of Charleston, recently wrote the
history of the bank, using th ese pictures.

mer took a lake cruise from Detroit
to Canada."
Don Grote, '44, teaches biology and
gen ~ ral scien ce at Shelbyville Comm!.lnity high school, and sponsors the
s~ience club and intramural sports.
Don is the proud father of Larry who
will be three in June, and Susan' Rae,
born last May 11.
C~nnie Bell McCarthy, '44, was in
me::hcal technology school at St.
John's hospital in Springfield in
:.944-45, after which she was laboratory te~hnician at the Charleston
hospital until February, 1946. She
and John McCarthy were married
May 22, 1945. Danny (Daniel Ronald)
was born March 20, 1946. Since June,
'46. the:v have located near Chicago
w'.'i!e John is in school.
Class of 1945
Mrs. Mary Grossman Mail
826 Dewey St.
Anderson, Indiana
Anna Louise Manuel, '45, has been
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a member of the Casey Township
high school faculty since graduation
The first two years she taught Latin
I and II and English. Thi s year she
added Spanish to h er schedule and
it has made quite a hit with the
Casey students. Anna Louise is also
keeper of the "Flame," the Casey
high yearbook.
W e send our very best wishes to
Virginia Kannmacher, '45, as she
awaits final arrangements to enter
the hospital where she will be subjected to a new gold salt treatment
for arthritis, along with physical
therapy. While she waits, Virginia is
occupied
with
extensive
textile
painting. When her health permits
she intends to go into business fo;
herself. One of h er latest projects
was to design and paint all the
linens, curtains, pictures and plaques, wastebaskets, etc. for each
room of an apartment.
Ferrel Atkins, '45, received his M.
S. degree from the University of !Iii-

nois in September, 1946, and still he
studies on and on for his Ph. D. at
Kentucky university. Teaching while
he
studies, Ferrel seems quite
happy amid the blue grass, historical
traditions of old Lexington, and the
chant of the tobacco auctioneers.
Housewife and office career make
up the combination that keeps Bonnie
Bishop Campbell, '45, a busy person.
She enjoys her work as dictaphone
operator for Dr. Cline, Illinois state
supervisor for the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation. Her husband
works in the post office. Bonnie
writes that they have recently moved
to an unfurnished apartment and are
enjoying choosing their own furni·
ture.
Clemens Hanneken, '45, expects to
take his master's degree in mathematics at the University of Illinois
this June. Clem has an assistantship and teaches freshmen math
courses.
Since "Ike" was discharged from
the Navy, the Ivan Kennards have
settled just a stone's throw from the
campus in Charleston. While "Ike"
operates the Ko-op, Joan King Kennard, '45, is upstairs in their apartment getting a bird's eye view of life
at Eastern in '48. Two year old
Stevie and a baby daughter, Marliss
Jo, keep her busy. Marliss Jo was
born last month.
Nellie Diel, '45, is now Mrs. Charles Ambers. She met Mr. Ambers
while teaching at Moweaqua. The
Ambers live in Assumption. There
is a one year old daughter, Anita
Mae.
Betty Jenkins, '45, now resides
with h er family in Kempton, Illinois,
where Betty teaches home economics
and Clark, her husband, is the vocational ag teacher in the Kempton
high school. Son David is nine months
old.
Betty Jean Engel Gantz, '45, is a
"lady of leisure," living on a 640
acre farm 18 miles west of Champaign. After leaving Eastern she
taught two years in the DeLand
high school, one year before she was
married and one year after. She will
be pleased to advise young ladies
who are doubtful concerning the comforts and advantages of farm life.
They're real! Address Mrs. Howard
P. Gantz, DeLand, Illinois.
Eva Homann Hood, '45, put her
home ec into practice when she married Levi Hood of Oakland Illinois
during h £r first year as a 'home ~
teacher. For a while they lived in
Paris and are now on a farm near
Ashmore, lllinois. Son Charles is almost a year and a half old now.
. Iona Mowrrr, '45, is teaching physJCal education in the elementary
schools of Princeton, Illinois. She
has about 500 students in all, ·so it

is no wonder she enjoyed the six
weeks camping and auto trip she
took to California last summer.
"Libby" Craig, '45, married Joe
Wells in October, 1945, while teaching music in the Palestine high
school. After a year in Terre Haute,
where Joe attended Rose Polytechnic
institute, they bought a service station in Marshall Illinois, and moved
to their new home in January, 1947.
The pride and joy of the Wells family, Larry Joe, is now eight months
old.
For two years after graduation
Merna Fisher, '45, taught homemaking in the high school at Moweaqua,
Illinois. She is now teaching the same
subject in North Muskegon, Michigan. Last summer Merna started toward her master's degree at Teacher's college, Columbia. She intends to
continue this coming summer. H er
teaching routine, she says, is frequently interrupted by banquets,
judging cherry pie contests, and
sponsoring sundry organizations.
Wilma Jean Daily, '45, is now Mrs.
George Tade. Both she and George
are members of the faculty at Greenville college. Wilma J ean is instructing in art and music and George is
head of the speech department.
Since her husband coaches the debate
teams, Wilma Jean has a good opportunity to visit quite a few college
campusrn. She was very happy that
such a trip took her back to Eastern
just a short time ago.
Norma Dennis Lance, '45, has the
welcome mat out at the door of
Trailer 50, Trailer City, Eastern.
Bernard graduates in June. Norma
and Bernard were married in June,
1945, and lived in New York until he
received his discharge from the army.
1 orma is
teaching home economics
at Redmon, Illinois.
For a year and a half after leaving
Eastern, Mae Homann, '45, taught
home economics and physical education at Towanda high school. In the
fa ll of '46 she married Howard E.
Ogden. They now live in Bloomington, Illinois. A daughter, Anita Jane,
is one year old.
Mary E . Grossman, '45, gave up
her job as Crawford county assistant
superintendent of schools November
1, 1947, and took a home economics
job.
"Yes," she says, "I am learning to
cook for John Mail.
"The natives would say that John
works 'out to the Remy.' That is a
shortened expression denoting that
he is employed as an engineer for
the Delco Remy division of General
Motors corporation.
"I believe it is impossible to get
away from the school busines once
)"OU have been in it. Two weeks after
moving to Anderson I found myself

Alumnus Art Instructor Paints Pacific Portraits

,/
Carl Shull, '39, was art editor of the New:> when a student at Eastern.
Today he is an art instructor in the excellent art department headed by Dr.
Mildred Whiting.
While on active duty in the South Pacific, Mr. Shull completed many
striking paintings of that locale, a sample of which appears above.
After the war Mr. Shull took the master's degree at the University of
Missouri.
tutoring a 10 year old student.
Everyone kept telling me of the demand for substitute teachers, so I
now have an Indiana teacher's certificate.
"Our big news is that we are now
in the process of buying the cutest
little white house in Anderson!"
Class of 1947
Jim Hanks
948 Sixth St.
CharlEston, Illinois
Nellie Christine Dearnbarger received her B. S. in Ed. degree in art
and English in June, 1947. She had
wanted it for years; in fact, ever
since her graduation from the five

year course in 1920. But she had
taught fourth and fifth grade in
Charleston schools ever since that
time with little opportunity for
course work. Active in alumni
affairs, she was one of the best supporters the school has had.
At 6 :15 on the evening of March
2, 1948, Nellie Christine Dearnbarger
died. She is mourned by a generation
of school children and by all the
alumni of Eastern who knew her.
Gene Wright, a former student,
will take his degree in law at the
University of Illinois next year. Mrs.
Wright is the former Bertha Myers,
'47. She teaches at Oakwood high.
Address: Box 23, Univ. Sta., Urbana.
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'She Being Dead Yet Speaketh '

J

Revered First Grade
Critic Dies in Florida
Former English Department Head Writes
Tribute-'She Is Still Teaching m Scores
of Classrooms .·
j

By Miss Isabel McKinney

Miss Anna Morse
Miss Anna Morse died at her home in Winter Park,
Florida, on January 16, 1948. Miss Morse taught first
grade at Eastern until 1935, when she retired. At the
time of her death she was living with Miss Grace Geddes,
also a former training school teacher, now retired.

George Howell , '40, Takes
Position as Technical Engineer
GEORGE HOWELL, '40, writes from Millville,
New Jersey:
"Since March of 1946 my wife and I have
been living in Millville, a town of about 15,000
halfway between Philadelphia and Cape May.
"I am assistant technical engineer at New
Jersey Silica Sand company. Our company mines
and ships molding and core sands for use in making iron, steel, and non-ferrous castings."
Rut h Corley, '32, writes from 447 North
Spring, La Grange, Illinois. "I received the
Eastern Alumnus today and enjoyed it very much
while I tried to keep an eye on my juniors and
sE niors in the study hall at Lyons Township
high school. A lot of years fell away as I read
news of '32 and "neighboring" classes. It would
draw me directly to E.I.-our name of 15 years
ago-if only it were possible."
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For thirty-five years in this school Anna
Morse enriched the lives of little children and
of their teachers. How many hundreds of children received from her the key to the city, that
ever new and wonderful city of books! It was a
beautiful miracle, wrought so swiftly, so quietly,
unheralded and unrecorded,-that teaching little
children to read. And as they learned to read,
these children learned confidence and self-command, along with obedience and respect for
others. "Anna Morse is the best first-grade
teacher in the United States," Mr. Lord confidently affirmed. And is not the first year the
most imi;ortant year of all ?
Moreover, Anna Morse had in the highest
degree the power of transmitting to others her
own skills, her own philosophy, her own insights,
without destroying initiative. So she is still teaching in scores of classrooms, where thousands of
children who never saw her face may yet hear
her voice, for "she being dead yet speaketh."
Character has kindled character.
Of course her friends, better than the children, could appraise that wealth of character.
They knew that only a rich nature could give
such riches. She read widely and deeply, she
molded clay with her strong little hands into
shapes of beauty, she molded a house and lot
into her very own home and garden, like nobody
else's, she sewed and cooked and painted and
made poetry, and arranged flowers and leaves
and grasses into satisfying loveliness. She constantly discovered something interesting and
new. She wrote letters far more eloquent and revealing than her somewhat shy and reticent talk.
Though small herself, she liked furniture large
and sturdy. She liked a bit of sweet cake for
treakfast, as became a Morse of New England
forbears, she liked milk to drink, and wanted her coffee weak; but her self was a strong
brew, full of flavor, stimulating, and never gone
et ale.
She loved to give,-perfect, personal gifts,
for body and spirit. She gave thoughtfully but
casually, as one whose cup runneth over. A student, colleague, and friend of long standing
writes now: "The world seems emptier than I
have ever known it. So rich a friendship, so deeply rooted in time, so generous and unfailingnow that death has stepped between I know my
loss to the last measure. I was rich beyond all
counting in those long years of her friendship."
And these are the riches everlasting.

'Wayfarin' Stranger'
Keeps Rolling Along

/

Every now and then an alumnus
sends us a clipping about Burl Ives,
the jovial, rotund 'W ayfarin' Stranger' whose stature as a folk singer
grows greater with every season. The
lastest note comes from Don Cavins,
whose own paper, the Courier-Journal of Louisville, Ky., said some very
complimentary things about the
former Easternite.
When he generously contributed
an evening of Ives during homecoming week of 1946, Burl spoke of his
work on an autobiography, to be
completed within the next year. A
Hollywood columnist recently wrote
that Burl found it tough going, with
all of his growing responsibilities.
But the book is due for publication
within a few months. Eastern alumni,
particularly those of the 1927-30
era, should find it very entertaining
reading, as the vagabond minstrel
of Hunt City had nothing if not a
colorful career during his college
days and afterwards.
Mrs. Ives, incidentally, is also engaged in literary endeavor. Her work
is a romantic novel.

*

Not only is Mrs.
Shields'
ho u s e
built for kindergarten, the backyard is a veritable
children's p a r adise, as this snapshot shows.

*
For 18 years, since the marriage of Kathryn Klein of Pana and Kirk
Holman Shields, an attractive home at 1629 N. Franklin street in Danville,
Illinois, has been the happy scene of a remarkably well planned kinderga~·ten.
When the Danville Commercial-News chose Mrs. Shields as WOMAN
OF THE WEEK some months ago, the Alumnus editor asked her to tell
something about this kindergarten, for it is entirely her idea. She is an
Eastern student of the late 1920's.
Says the Commercial-News, "Mrs. Shields is one who finds time to do
many extra things for people, like taking care of the weekly shopping for
others, taking gifts of her lovely flowers, and 'story telling.' She is immediate past president of the Danville Story League, a national organization
whose purpose it is to tell stories to 'shut-ins.'
"The young love her as their first teacher. The old love her for her
unselfish devotion to others."

Editor Probes Mystery of Saginaw
Infiltration by Eastern Alumni
THERE WAS mystery about it. Why, pondered
your editor, were the Saginaw, Michigan, public schools faculties a rendezvous for Easternites '!
The mystery is not necessarily solved yet. But we
have some significant circumstantial evidence.
The phenomenon began back in the 1920's,
we suspect, when Nelle Haley of Areola, a graduate with the famed first class of 1901 at Eastern,
first broached the Saginaw walls with a potent B.
S. degree from Teachers College, Columbia. That
was 1921. Within a year Miss Haley was primary
supervisor for the city schools. In 1928, armed
with a shining new M. A. from Columbia, she became assistant superintendent and a little later
director of elementary education, a position she
has held ever since.
We are going to digress for just a moment
here and advise old-timers not to confuse Miss
Nelle Haley with another Arcolan, Nellie Haley.
The latter was graduated in 1912 and married
Peter Harrington in 1917. She has taught in the
Areola schools and was supervisor of educational
WPA projects in Douglas ·county during the depression period.
But what of the circumstantial evidence mentioned above? Here is the list of Eastern grads at
Saginaw in elementary education last year and
you may draw your own conclusions: Mary
Ewing, '36, teaches fifth grade. Ethel Tourney,
'25 and '37, teaches sixth. Mary Toole, '28, Bertha
(Continued on Page 25)

Danville's 'Woman of Week'
Builds 'House of Happiness'
v

By Katherine Klein Shields
Since my days at Eastern, I have always
beent interested in work with young children. I
have the greater interest, however, in the preschool youngster.
I think perhaps my interest started when
I visited practice teaching classes at Eastern,
saw some of the older girls perform, and heard
the critic teachers.
I taught in the Champaign city schools until my marriage. There were no married teachers,
but this fact did not keep my interest from growing. There was such a demand for someone to
give pre-school children something to think about
and to keep their little hands busy. That is what
encouraged my study of the pre-school child.
We were building our own home, so my kindergarten was specially built. We have rubber
tile flooring, bookcases, fireplace, piano, work
tables, and just everything, including a selected
library of story books and picture books. My
home has been called "The House of Happiness."
Truly, the children love it.
We have kindergarten songs, verses, and
stories. We select and col or characters from our
stories. We all tell stories, many of which are
original. We have our own imaginary theater
(Continued on Page 25)
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1Two Great Teams Make Eastern on Illinois
'Basketball Capitol' Again; Win 33 Gomes
J

Coa ch Bill Heal ey Produces Two Best Qu intets in Twe nty-Three Years .
With teams that have lost only three home games in
two seasons, Eastern is once again a basketball capital,
drawing some of the finest prep talent in this part of the
state and filling the new gymnasium to capacity night
after night. In spite of the good crowds, Athletic Director
C. P. Lantz has continued his practice of inviting coaches
and high school athletes of the area to attend home games
free of charge. This year some 18 schools took advantage
of the hospitality. They were rewarded by the fastest
and hottest basketball in many a year.
In Coach William A. Healey, Lantz has found a very
promising young basketball authority who has won a
name for straight shooting and smart coaching. Playing
no favorites, giving every man a break, Healey had to
sort very carefully this year among over 80 aspirants,
as Eastern has attracted some 120 physical education
majors and minors, many of them fine high school
athletes. By the end of the season he was starting a fastbreaking, sharp-shooting combination that posted the
fifth highest scoring average among the nation's small
schools.
In the final home game of the season Jack Miller,
center, Neal Hudson and Ray DeMoulin, guards, and Bob
Olson and Don Glover, forwards, snapped the winning
streak of Western Illinois State college of Macomb at
eight games and took a 69-67 victory which meant
second place in the IIAC. Macomb had been tied for the
honor and, with a higher Dunkel rating than Eastern,
expected to win.
Then, in the final game away, the Panthers downed

Indiana Central at Indianapolis, 74-69, in the only defeat
of the home season for Central. They too were playing
their last game and fighting to keep their record unblemished. The Panthers were fighting to make for
Eastern the best record in 23 years. They did it, passing
the 1946-47 mark by 16 percentage points in a 16-7
season. Last year the record was 17-8.
Eastern was not a big team. Jack Miller at 6' 5"
towered over his teammates. But speed, an accurate pa-ssing attack, and occasional bursts of shooting wizardry
made Eastern one of the most feared teams among the
small colleges of the Midwest. Only Indiana State and
Southern Illinois university were able to beat Eastern
twice. Indiana State ranked third among the nation's
small schools and was unbeaten at home this year.
Southern was IIAC champion for the third straight year
and advanced to the second round in the National Intercollegiate Tourney at Kansas City before being beaten by
Manhattan college of Kansas.
Individual finds of the year were Don Glover, slim
basketball artist from Paris, and his teammate, John
Wilson, named all-time a ll-star by Coach Ernie E.v eland,
who has t urned out more state tournament teams in
Illinois than any other coach of a comparable career.
Glover was regular at forward in the last six games of
the season, averaging approximately 17 points per game.
Wilson, though playing little, ranked third in individual
scoring.
Coach Healey believes in allowing as many men to
play as possible. A scoring summary for the season shows
that 22 men played and 19 scored in varsity contests.
Under Assistant Coach Rex Darling, Eastern's B
squad had a remarkable seven won, one lost record.

This Is Traveling Squad Wh ich Produced 23 -Year Record

Left to right-George Savanovich, Don Glover, Elmo Hilderbrand, John Wilson, Jim Boone, Jack Miller, Roy
Klay, Frank Pitol, Neal Hudson, Ray DeMoulin, Bob Olson, Jack Haworth, Lee Markwell, Coach Bill Healey.
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'The /Pride of Eastern,' on Epic Narrative
Being a Careful Analysis of the Historical , Strategical , and
Geopolitical Aspects of Special Orde rs No . 72, by ASN
161 53397- with Overtones of Ole Poker Face.
By John Roberts, '48
In 1943 the tide of Axis aggression
reached its peak, then receded in
favor of the Allies. This critical
reversal was effected by a momentous chain of events so overwhelming in scope as to shatter the enemy's
illusion of invincibility. Perhaps the
three most crippling blows to the
Axis cause which transpired during
these crucial months were the invasion of Attu, the capitulation of
Italy, and the departure of the Enlisted Reserve Corps of Eastern Illinois State Teachers College from the
Big Four station in Charleston, April
2, 1943. Today historians are poring
over tons of material, painstakingly
evaluating the great military campaigns and movements leading to our
victory in World War II. As yet,
however, it is too early to estimate
the degree of significance which they
will attach to the induction of the
ERC. Nevertheless, it cannot be
denied that soon after the Pride of
Eastern reached Scott Field and active duty, the Allies gained the upper
hand. Was this particular augmentation of the armed forces directly responsible for such a favorable turn
of events, or merely coincidental? It
gives one something to think about.
In fact, I shall think about it one of
these days. So much for the ERC and
its relation to the world conflict as
a whole.
The document directing twenty-one
Eastern stalwarts to report to the
1627th SU, Scott Field, bore the title,
"Special Orders, No. 72." While reexamining Special Orders, No. 72
preparatory to writing this article,
I discovered a sentence which produced wrinkles of amusement in my
normally placid features. "Upon
completion of processing," reads the
excerpt, "the enlisted man will be
nt by the Post Commander to a
Replacement Training Center in the
Army or Service of the Army · for
which he is best qualified on the basis
of academic training which he has
pursued in college." How farsighted
I was in taking "Principles of
Policing Up Cigarette Butts 120"
lxfore enlisting! By studying classm notes conscientiously in my
are time, I was soon promoted to
a position where I could type orders
each morning telling someone else
to police up cigarette butts. To the
casual reader all this may appear
irrelevant to the subject at hand.

However, cigarette butts were more
closely interwoven in the daily lives
of the ERC than one would imagine.
According to the War Department,
all privileged members of the Enlisted Reserve Corps were potential
officers. But the number who actually gained commissions can be counted
on Washington D. C.'s Lincoln
Memorials. Yes, they destroyed the
will power of one of our group. Ross
Stephenson eventually accepted a
battlefield commission in Europewithout consulting us!
The memorable departure was undertaken at 0300 in the morning under the cover of darkness to discourage possible enemy observation. The
fact that this was the only westbound train out of Charleston for
three days had nothing to do with
th e hour. I reiterate, it was a precautionary measure.
Prior to train time, the Big Four
station had become a veritable composite of Eastern organizations and
personalities. The college band, led
by Dr. Rudolph Anfinson, crowded
inside the station and literally raised
the roof. The music was so inspiring
that Joe Bushur, Doyle Dressback,
and Tom Gregory walked half the
distance to Mattoon before it became
humanly possible to recall them and
explain how it would be best for
everyone to put on the uniform together.
A sweeping declaration emanating
from Miss Lawson's office permitted
all girls with interest in the proceedings to remain out the entire night.
Since the train was nearly fortyfive minutes late, they did just that.
In a corner of the station by the
stove doughnuts and coffee mere
served to the milling throng by a
charming group of Charleston ladies.
Their benevolence did much to imbue
the
prevailing
atmosphere
with
warmth, gaiety, and well-wishing.
And in the midst of it all moved Mr.
Andrews, faculty adviser of the college New s, enlivening the scene more
with his hearty, spOiltaneous laughter and endless stream of witticisms.
To his retiring editor, Jim Hanks, he
handed an envelope with explicit instructions not to read the contents
till he was on the train. Jim abided
and upon opening the envelope an
hour later he learned that the News
had won medalist honors for the
eighth consecutive time.
Mr. Andrews promised me, as a

John Lincoln Roberts, '48
The author, ready for ins pection
parting request, to arise in the midst
of the most tense love scene of the
next Players production and cry, "We
want Roberts! We want Roberts!"
(Author's note: Publishers of the
Aledo Times-Record, please restrain
your city editor. There is absolutely
no need for him in Charleston at this
time. Mr. Andrews had reference to
another Roberts.) Once on board the
train, we were never to see Colseybur
again, due to his untimely death,
which profoundly shocked and sorrowed all who knew him.
A dash of human drama was injected by a tremendously poignant
scene involving a local citizen of
questionable equilibrium and his
spouse. "I'll be back, I'll be back,"
he sobbed reassuringly. "Yes, you'll
be back," she bravely concurred.
P A GE TWE N TY-ONE

Their mutual state of inebriation detracted not a whit from this powerful
manifestation of unselfish faith and
devotion. It was absolutely a thing
of beauty. Why stop there? It was
a thing of pr istine beauty.
Dr. Charles H . Coleman, chairman
of the local draft board and of the
college defense committee, designated Dick Fisher to take charge of the
troops. Incidentally, Dr. Coleman deserves a special commendation. During his four years of service with the
local board, he was floored only once
by an irate draftee. Once again the
hrnd of the social science department
walks with a natural, assured air.
The weaving and bobbing motion, a
habit acquired from years of draft
board duty, has long since vanished.
By the time the train made its belated appearance, activity in the
station had subsided somewhat and
people lingered in quiet, intimate
groups. However, when a whistle and
bell proclaimed the locomotive's imminent arrival, the gathering immediately became alive. The ERC stood
in a semblance of orderliness while
Dr. Coleman called roll three times to
insure against absenteeism. Then to
the accompaniment of the band, last
minute goodbyes, and someone moaning, "I'll be back, I'll be back," the
boys boarded the cars. As the train
pulled out of the station, a mighty
cheer arose from our friends remaining behind. At last they could go
home and get to sleep.
Five years after the publication
of Special Orders, No. 72, knowledge
concerning the whereabouts of all
twenty-one members of the ERC is
rather sketchy. Any pertinent information received by the college
alumni office from readers of the
Alumn us will be welcome. To date,
here is what we have:
Doyle Dressback, John Roberts,
Keith Howell, and Bob Inyart are
attending Eastern. At the University
of Illinois are Joe Bushur, Dan
Moore, and Bob Mitchell.
Six of the boys are now teaching:
Dick F'isher is coach at Stockton;
Torn Gregory teaches music at Allerton; Beryl LeCount teaches in Forest
City; Russell Ogden is . a commerce
instructor at Kansas; Jim Hanks, to
whom we may attribute the stirring
nickname, "Pride of Eastern," has
settled temporarily in Charleston
and is a force in the Charleston High
social science department, besides
being Alumn us correspondent for his
class; and Ross Stephenson, known
affectionately as "old brass," is
coaching at Central High, South
Bend, Indiana.
When last heard from, Johnny
Walters was working on his master's
in music at Northwestern. Frank
Wilson and Irvin Randolph are in
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Father Flanagan Speaks at Eastern

Among noted visitors on the college campus this year / was Fath
Flanagan, famed founder of Boys Town, shown here with Elizabeth Harring
ton of Areola and President Robert G. Buzzard. Miss Harrington is preside11
of the Newman Club, one of several denominational religious groups enco
aged to become active in student life .

I
Campus Chapter of Kappa Delta Pi
Traces Careers of Alumni Membership
The fo llowing news items come
from the campus headquarters of
Kappa Delta Pi, honor society in
education. The pages of the Alumnus
are open to all fraternities and
sororities for news items.
Dr. R alph Wickise r, '34, head of
the art department at Louisiana
State university, planned the cover
design for a bulletin, You' ll Like
Teaching, sponsored by the Louisiana
branch of the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development.
Dr. Wickiser is co-author of a recent
book of lithographs and drawings
which has received highly favorable
revie.ws throughout the nation.
Joan Coon , '46, is a member of the
high school staff at Armstrong, Illinois.
Cletis Little, '31, is superintendent
of elementary schools in Newman,
Illinois. His daughter, Ma r g uerite,
'43, who has her Ph. D. from the
University of IJlinois, is a member
Mattoon. Jack Kersch is reported in
Chicago and John Shumaker may be
in Rams ey.
Two Paris boys, Robert Brubaker
and Frank W. Shoaff, are unaccounted for at present and are urged to
report. And Harry Hall, where are
you?

of the staff of the English depa
ment at the University.
W . C. Steagall, '35, 6118 K imba
Avenue, Chicago 37, Illinois, writes
"I am in the general test departme11
now at Armour and Company."
Luella Day, '46, (Mrs. E.
Cooley), lives in Trailer No.
EISC, Charleston. She is working i
Mattoon.
T heodore W hitesel, '31,
staff at the University of
Fayetteville.
Evelyn Barger, '33, lives at 1900
Western Avenue, Mattoon, Illinois.
Beryl LeCount, '47, is teaching
the high school in Forest City, Ill'
nois.
Clarice Cunningh a m, '38, is teac
ing in Saginaw, Michigan.
Beula h Vanda men t, '42, lives a
245 N. Fulton, Fresno 3, Californi
She writes: "I do like Fresno ve
much, and I'm enjoying this year
teaching more than any other. 0
feels the fine philosophy of o
superintendent and his assistant
through the system.
"I spent last summer at the U
versity of New Mexico. I have re
tivt:s in Albuquerque, so visiting wi
them and working at the Universi
made a nice balance.
"My work was in the field
supervision. Next summer I'll be
my thesis.
"We're having lovely

(California doesn't always live up to
its reputation, I assure you!). As
yet there has been no fog. We're far
tnough north in the valley for heavy
rosts, but almost never any snow.
cently we drove up to Yosemite to
e some snow and the redwoods,
hich are even more majestic in
winter, it seems to me."
Gertrude Leigh, '47, is teaching in
e high school at Ramsey, Illinois.
Mrs. Ruth Donnelly, '42, is at 826
uth Wabash, Chicago.
Mildred Kedley, '35, (Mrs. Walter
. Byuarm), teaches at Mounds,
linois.
Johnson, '47, 1305 W.
toughton, Urbana, is a graduate
udent at the University of Illinois.
Ruth Clapp, '37, (Mrs. Donald
avins), lives at 213 Exchange,
uisville, Kentucky. The Cavins'
hristmas card bore a picture of
their two attractive children, Janet
and Billy.
Dr. Ralph Evans, '32, is now head
of the department of education, State
college, Fresno, California.
H e
writes: "The job here is everything
I hoped it would be. We're liking it
very much. Housing is a problem,
but that will work out in due time.
At present we're living in one of the
college ·v ets' units. Harold goes to the
college kindergarten. Kappa Delta
Pi has a chapter here, but I've been
unable to attend any meetings. An
evening class of mine always conflicts." Besides the son, Harold,
Ralph has a daughter, Kathleen.
Mrs. Evans is the former Dorothy
Shock of Albion.
Carolyn Shores, '47, is teaching in
e high school at Gilman, Illinois.
Harriet Stelzer, '46, is teaching in
e high school at Mt. Carmel, Illiis. She is taking summer work tord the master's degree at Peabody
d expects to finish in August.
rs. Stelzer, in addition to teaching,
kes a home for her three sons and
r mother. One son won a letter in
tball and is now playing on the
B" basketball team. Mrs. Stelzer's
· ter, Leora Wood, a former Eastern
dent, is surgery nurse in a hosital at Joliet.
Byron C. Gwinn is a high school
cher at Mesa, Arizona. Last sumer he was enrolled for courses in
matics at the Pasadena (Califor. ) Play House. He attends night
sses at Arizona State.
Loraine B. Pabst, '45, 903 W. Illiis St., Urbana, is a graduate stunt at the University of Illinois. .
Ruth Lippincott, '33, (Mrs. Leland
an), now lives at Hoopeston, Illiis.

Donald Shawver, '47, is a graduate
dent at the University of Illinois.
Carl Cline, '39, lives at Hillside
:ve., Easton, Pennsylvania.
Agnes Gray, '32, (Mrs. H. L.

Three Members of Class of '09
Write of Teaching Careers
By Mrs. Russell Shriver, '09
(Class Correspondent)
Coincidentally, the first three letters I received were from class members who remained in the teaching
profession, although the years have
scattered the class among many
fields of endeavor as well as throughout the nation. The _Jhree replies
came,;f rom Ethel Brown, yargaret
Briggs, and Jeanette Dickerson.
Ethel has been principal of the
Lowell school, Mattoon, for many
years and has taken active part not
only in the various school organizations but in civic groups as well. She
is affiliated with the Presbyterian
church, Kraemer guild, Mattoon Art
club,
Business and Professional
Women's club, and Civic Music association. Mention of the last group
will bring back the memory of Ethel's
lovely voice. She has attended summer schools, taken extension courses,
and traveled extensively. As a hobby
Bogardus), and her husband attended homecoming last fall. They have
three sons.
Arthur Vallicelli, '47, is teaching
in the high school at Bath, Illinois.
J. H. Cherry, '32, is principal of
Olney high school.
Ruth Wiseman, '47, teaches in the
high school at Kansas, Illinois.
Eileen Schutte, '47, teaches in the
high school at Byron, Illinois.
Eloise Boyd Black, '45, teaches in
the high school at Atwood, Illinois.
James M. Lattig, '33, is superintendent of the Strawn communityconsolidated high school.
Paul Wakefield, '38, is music
supervisor at Beecher City high
school.
Wilma Nuttall, '36, teaches in the
high school at Robinson, Illinois.
Leplie Kanatzer, '35, is a professor
at MacMurray college, Jacksonville,
Illinois.
Thompson Shields, '31, teaches at
N eoga high school.
Harry Jackson, '31, is head of the
industrial arts department at State
Teachers college, Winona, Minnesota.
His wife is the former Genelle
Voight.
Ruth Corley, '32, teaches in the
high school at LaGrange, Illinois.
Jerry Craven, '34, is also in the
high school at LaGrange.
Dr. Hazel Weakley, '35, is teaching
at Drake University, Des Moines,
Iowa.
Luther Black, '31, is an assistant
in the office of State Superintendent
of Public Instruction, Springfield,
lllinois.

she collects Royal Doulton figurines.
Margaret, also a
singer, had
enough excitement early in her
career to last her the rest of her
life. At the beginning of World War
I she was in Europe, and had an adventurous trip getting from Paris to
England. She rode the last train that
left Gar St. Lazarre before martial
law was declared in France-and her
trunk and' all personal belongings
didn't reach her till long after she
a.rrived home. Since 1917 she has been
living in New York City, doing
special teaching of music in Miss
Mason's school, "The Castle" at
Tarrytown-on-the-Hudson, the Barnard School for Boys, and Franklin
school. She also has taught in
Forest Hills, N. Y. She retired in
1941.
Jeanette, a better correspondent
than most of us, supplied the addresses of several classmates. She
began teaching in 1909 in her home
county. In 1918-19 she was engaged
in war work at Washington, D. C.,
after which she taught two years in
Springfield. She took the Ph. D. degree from the University of Chicago,
then returned to teach home economics in Springfield high from 1926 to
1 9 4 5, becoming home economic
supervisor for the city schools.
In 1946 Miss Dickerson retired
from public school teaching to take
a position in Ursuline academy.
In a varied academic career, she
has attended Teachers college, Columbia; Oregon State college; the
University of Washington;
and
Colorado State college. At the University of Chicago she was elected to
Phi Beta Kappa. For two years she
was president of the Illinois Home
Economics association and was chairman of the Sangamon County Nutrition committee during the last war.
Jeanette is heartily in favor of a
class reunion in 1949 and in the
meantime awaits the arrival of the
Eastern Alumnus at her home, 852
Park Ave., Springfield, for news of
her classmates.
Margaret Ellen Lynch, '24, became the bride of Thomas William
Finnigan of Springfield, Illinois, in
February of this year. Mrs. Finnigan
if:> a teacher in the Springfield public
schools and Mr. Finnigan is associated with the S. and L. department
store of that city. Their home is at
the Library Apartment hotel, 717 E.
Capitol avenue.
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1Two Great Teams Make Eastern on lllinoi

'Basketball Capitol' Again; Win 33 Gomes
J

Indiana Central at Indianapolis, 74-69, in the only def
of the home season for Central. They too were playi
their last game and fighting to keep their record
blemished. The Panthers were fighting to make
With teams that have lost only three home games in
Eastern the best record in 23 years. They did it, pass·
two seasons, Eastern is once again a basketball capital,
the 1946-47 mark by 16 percentage points in a 16'
drawing some of the finest prep talent in this part of the
season. Last year the record was 17-8.
state and filling the new gymnasium to capacity night
Eastern was not a big team. Jack Miller at 6'
after night. In spite of the good crowds, Athletic Director
towered over his teammates. But speed, an accurate p
C. P. Lantz has continued his practice of inviting coaches
ing attack, and occasional bursts of shooting wizar
and high school athletes of the area to attend home games
made Eastern one of the most feared teams among
free of charge. This year some 18 schools took advantage
of the hospitality. They were rewarded by the fastest · small colleges of the Midwest. Only Indiana State a
and hottest basketball in many a year.
Southern Illinois university were able to beat Easte
twice. Indiana State ranked third among the nation
In Coach William A . Healey, Lantz has found a very
small schools and was unbeaten at home this y
promising young basketball authority who has won a
Southern was IIAC champion for the third straight y
name for straight shooting and smart coaching. Playing
and advanced to the second round in the National In
no favorites, giving every man a break, Healey had to
collegiate
Tourney at Kansas City before being beaten
sort very carefully this year among over 80 aspirants,
Manhattan college of Kansas.
as Eastern has attracted some 120 physical education
majors and minors, many of them fine high school
Individual finds of the year were Don Glover, sr
athletes. By the end of the season he was starting a fastbasketball artist from Paris, and his teammate, Jo
breaking, sharp-shooting combination that posted the
Wilson, named all-time a ll-star by Coach Ernie E.velan
who has t urned out more state tournament teams ·
fifth highest scoring average among the nation's small
Illinois than any other coach of a comparable careei
schools.
Glover was regular at forward in the last six games
In the final home game of the season Jack Miller,
the season, averaging approximately 17 points per gam
center, Neal Hudson and Ray DeMoulin, guards, and Bob
Wilson, though playing little, ranked third in individ
Olson and Don Glover, forwards, snapped the winning
scoring.
streak of Western Illinois State college of Macomb at
Coach Healey believes in allowing as many men
eight games and took a 69-67 victory which meant
play as possible. A scoring summary for the season shoWI
second place in the IIAC. Macomb had been tied for the
honor and, with a higher Dunkel rating than Eastern,
that 22 men played and 19 scored in varsity contests.
expected to win.
Under Assistant Coach Rex Darling, Eastern's B
Then, in the final game away, the Panthers downed
squad had a remarkable seven won, one lost record.

Coach Bill Healey Produces Two Best Quintets in Twenty-Three Years.

This Is Traveling Squad Which Produced 23-Year Record

Left to right-George Savanovich, Don Glover, Elmo Hilderbrand, John Wilson, Jim Boone, Jack Miller, Roy
Klay, Frank Pitol, Neal Hudson, Ray DeMoulin, Bob Olson, Jack Haworth, Lee Markwell, Coach Bill Healey.
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'The Pride of Eastern,' on Epic Narrative
Being a Careful Analysis of the Historical, Strategical , and
Geopolitical Aspects of Special Orders No . 72, by ASN
16153397- with Overtones of Ole Poker Face .
By John Roberts, '48
In 1943 the tide of Axis aggression
reached its peak, then receded in
favo1· of the Allies. This critical
reversal was effected by a momentous chain of events so overwhelmmg in scope as to shatter the enemy's
illusion of invincibility. Perhaps the
three most crippling blows to the
Axis cause which transpired during
these crucial months were the invalion of Attu, the capitulation of
Italy, a nd the departure of the Enlisted Reserve Corps of Eastern Illinois State Teachers College from the
Big Four station in Charleston, April
1943. Today historians are poring
er tons of material, painstakingly
aluating the great military camigns and movements leading to our
"ctory in World War II. As yet,
wever, it is too early to estimate
degree of significance which they
')) attach to the induction of the
C. Nevertheless, it cannot be
nied that soon after the Pride of
stern reached Scott Field and ace duty, the Allies gained the upper
d. Was this particular augmentan of the armed forces directly rensible for such a favorable turn
events, or merely coincidental? It
es one something to think about.
fact, I shall think about it one of
e days. So much for the ERC and
relation to the world conflict as
whole.
The document directing twenty-one
tern stalwarts to report to the
th SU, Scott Field, bore the title,
ial Orders, No. 72." While reining Special Orders, No. 72
ratory to writing this article,
overed a sentence which prowrinkles of amusement in my
lly placid features. "Upon
letion of processing," reads the
t , "the enlisted man will be
by the Post Commander to a
cement Training Center in the
or Service of the Army for
he is best qualified on the basis
ademic training which he has
ed in college." How farsighted
in taking "Principles of
· g Up Cigarette Butts 120"
enlisting! By studying classnotes conscientiously in my
time, I was soon promoted to
"tion where I could type orders
morning telling someone else
lice up cigarette butts. To the
reader all this may appear
ant to the subject at hand.

However, cigarette butts were more
closely interwoven in the daily lives
of the ERC than one would imagine.
According to the War Department,
all privileged members of the Enlisted Reserve Corps were potential
officers. But the number who actually gained commissions can be counted
on Washington D. C.'s Lincoln
Memorials. Yes, they destroyed the
will power of one of our group. Ross
Stephenson eventually accepted a
battlefield commission in Europewithout consulting us!
The memorable departure was undertaken at 0300 in the morning under the cover of darkness to discourage possible enemy observation. The
fact that this was the only westbound train out of Charleston for
three days had nothing to do with
the hour. I reiterate, it was a precautionary measure.
Prior to train time, the Big Four
station had become a veritable composite of Eastern organizations and
personalities. The college band, led
by Dr. Rudolph Anfinson, crowded
inside the station and literally raised
the roof. The music was so inspiring
that Joe Bushur, Doyle Dressback,
and Tom Gregory walked half the
distance to Mattoon before it became
humanly possible to recall them and
explain how it would be best for
everyone to put on the uniform together.
A sweeping declaration emanating
from Miss Lawson's office permitted
all girls with interest in the proceedings to remain out the entire night.
Since the train was nearly fortyfive minutes late, they did just that.
In a corner of the station by the
stove doughnuts and coffee mere
served to the milling throng by a
charming group of Charleston ladies.
Their benevolence did much to imbue
the
prevailing
atmosphere
with
warmth, gaiety, and well-wishing.
And in the midst of it all moved Mr.
Andrews, faculty adviser of the college News, enlivening the scene more
with his hearty, spOiltaneous laughter and endless stream of witticisms.
To his retiring editor, Jim Hanks, he
handed an envelope with explicit instructions not to read the contents
till he was on the train. Jim abided
and upon opening the envelope an
hour later he learned that the News
had won medalist honors for the
eighth consecutive time.
Mr. Andrews promised me, as a

Joh n Lincoln Roberts, '48
The author, ready for inspection
parting request, to arise in the midst
of the most tense love scene of the
next Players production and cry, "We
want Roberts! We want Roberts!"
(Author's note: Publishers of the
Aledo Times-Record, please restrain
your city editor. There is absolutely
no need for him in Charleston at this
time. Mr. Andrews had reference to
another Roberts.) Once on board the
train, we were never to see Colseybur
again, due to his untimely death,
which profoundly shocked and sorrowed all who knew him.
A dash of human drama was injected by a tremendously poignant
scene involving a local citizen of
questionable equilibrium and his
spouse. "I'll be back, I'll be back,"
he sobbed reassuringly. "Yes, you'll
be back," she bravely concurred.
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Their mutual state of inebriation detracted not a whit from this powerful
manifestation of unselfish faith and
devotion. It was absolutely a thing
of beauty. Why stop there? It was
a thing of pristine beauty.
Dr. Charles H. Coleman, chairman
of the local draft board and of the
college defense committee, designated Dick Fisher to take charge of the
troops. Incidentally, Dr. Coleman deserves a special commendation. During his four years of service with the
local board, he was floored only once
by an irate draftee. Once again the
head of the social science department
walks with a natural, assured air.
The weaving and bobbing motion, a
habit acquired from years of draft
board duty, has long since vanished.
By the time the train made its belated appearance, activity in the
station had subsided somewhat and
people lingered in quiet, intimate
groups. However, when a whistle and
bell proclaimed the locomotive's imminent arrival, the gathering immediately became alive. The ERC stood
in a semblance of orderliness while
Dr. Coleman called roll three times to
insure against absenteeism. Then to
the accompaniment of the band, last
minute goodbyes, and someone moaning, "I'll be back, I'll be back," the
boys boarded the cars. As the train
pulled out of the station, a mighty
cheer arose from our friends remaining behind. At last they could go
home and get to sleep.
Five years after the publication
of Special Orders, No. 72, knowledge
concerning the whereabouts of all
twenty-one members of the ERC is
rather sketchy. Any pertinent information received by the college
alumni office from readers of the
Alumn us will be welcome. To date,
here is what we have:
Doyle Dressback, John Roberts,
Keith Howell, and Bob Inyart are
attending Eastern. At the University
of Illinois are Joe Bushur, Dan
Moore, and Bob Mitchell.
Six of the boys are now teaching:
Dick F'isher is coach at Stockton;
Tom Gregory teaches music at Allerton; Beryl LeCount teaches in Forest
City; Russell Ogden is· a commerce
instructor at Kansas; Jim Hanks, to
whom we may attribute the stirring
nickname, "Pride of Eastern," has
settled temporarily in Charleston
and is a force in the Charleston High
social science department, besides
being Alumnus correspondent for his
class; and Ross Stephenson, known
affectionately as "old brass," is
coaching at Central High, South
Bend, Indiana.
When last heard from, Johnny
Walters was working on his master's
in music at Northwestern. Frank
Wilson and Irvin Randolph are in
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Father Flanagan Speaks at Eastern

Among noted visitors on the college campus this year / was Fat
Flanagan, famed founder of Boys Town, shown here with Elizabeth Harri
ton of Areola and President Robert G. Buzzard. Miss Harrington is presid
of the Newman Club, one of several denominational religious groups enco
aged to become active in student life.

I
Campus Chapter of Kappa Delta Pi
Traces Careers of Alumni Membership
The following news items come
from the campus headquarters of
Kappa Delta Pi, honor society in
education. The pages of the Alumnus
are open to all fraternities and
sororities for news items.
Dr. Ralph Wickiser, '34," head of
the art department at Louisiana
State university, planned the cover
design for a bulletin, You'll Like
Teaching, sponsored by the Louisiana
branch of the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development.
Dr. Wickiser is co-author of a recent
book of lithographs and drawings
which has received highly favorable
revie.ws throughout the nation.
Joan Coon, '46, is a member of the
high school staff at Armstrong, Illinois.
Cletis Little, '31, is superintendent
of elementary schools in Newman,
Illinois. His daughter, Marguerite,
'43, who has her Ph. D. from the
University of IJlinois, is a member
Mattoon. Jack Kersch is reported in
Chicago and John Shumaker may be
in Rams ey.
Two Paris boys, Robert Brubaker
and Frank W. Shoaff, are unaccounted for at present and are urged to
report. And Harry Hall, where are
you?

of the staff of the English
ment at the University.
W. C. Steagall, '35, 6118 Kimba
Avenue, Chicago 37, Illinois, write
"I am in the general test departme
now at Armour and Company."
Luella Day, '46, (Mrs. E.
Cooley), lives in Trailer No.
EISC, Charleston. She is working ·
Mattoon.
Theodore Whitesel, '31,
staff at the University of
Fayetteville.
Evelyn Barger, '33, lives at 1900
Western Avenue, Mattoon, Illinois.
Beryl LeCount, '47, is teaching
the high school in Forest City, llr
nois.
Clarice Cunningham, '38, is teac
ing in Saginaw, Michigan.
Beulah Vandament, '42, lives a
245 N. Fulton, Fresno 3, Californi
She writes: "I do like Fresno veey
much, and I'm enjoying this year of
teaching more than any other. One
feels the fine philosophy of our
superintendent and his assistant all
through the system.
"I spent last summer at the Uni·
versity of New Mexico. I have relativt:s in Albuquerque, so visiting with
them and working at the University
made a nice balance.
"My work was in the field of
supervision. Next summer I'll begin
my thesis.
"We're having lovely weather

(California doesn't always live up to
its reputation, I assure you!). As
yet there has been no fog. We're far
enough north in the valley for heavy
frosts, but almost never any snow.
Recently we drove up to Yosemite to
.see some snow and the redwoods,
which are even more majestic in
"Winter, it seems to me."
Gertrude Leigh, '47, is teaching in
e high school at Ramsey, Illinois.
Mrs. Ruth Donnelly, '42, is at 826
uth Wabash, Chicago.
Mildred Kedley, '35, (Mrs. Walter
. Byuarm), teaches at Mounds,
Johnson, '47, 1305 W.
toughton, Urbana, is a graduate
dent at the University of Illinois.
Ruth Clapp, '37, (Mrs. Donald
vins), lives at 213 Exchange,
uisville, Kentucky. The Cavins'
ristmas card bore a picture of
their two attractive children, Janet
and Billy.
Dr. Ralph Evans, '32, is now head
the department of education, State
college, Fresno,
California.
He
writes: "The job here is everything
I hoped it would be. We're liking it
very much. Housing is a problem,
t that will work out in due time.
At present we're living in one of the
liege ·v ets' units. Harold goes to the
liege kindergarten. Kappa Delta
· has a chapter here, but I've been
ble to attend any meetings. An
ening class of mine always con"cts." Besides the son, Harold,
ph has a daughter, Kathleen.
rs. Evans is the former Dorothy
ock of Albion.
Carolyn Shores, '4 7, is teaching in
high school at Gilman, Illinois.
Harriet Stelzer, '46, is teaching in
high school at Mt. Carmel, Illiis. She is taking summer work tord the master's degree at Peabody
expects to finish in August.
. Stelzer, in addition to teaching,
es a home for her three sons and
mother. One son won a letter in
tball and is now playing on the
' basketball team. Mrs. Stelzer's
r, Leora Wood, a former Eastern
dent, is surgery nurse in a hos! at Joliet.
Byron C. Gwinn is a high school
her at Mesa, Arizona. Last sumhe was enrolled for courses in
matics at the Pasadena (Califor) Play House. He attends night
es at Arizona State.
Loraine B. Pabst, '45, 903 W. IlliSt., Urbana, is a graduate stuat the University of Illinois. .
th Lippincott, '33, (Mrs. Leland
n), now lives at Hoopeston, !Iiinald Shawver, '47, is a graduate
nt at the University of Illinois.
rl Cline, '39, lives at Hillside
, Easton, Pennsylvania.
mes Gray, '32, (Mrs. H . L.
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Three Members of Class of 09
Write of Teaching Careers
By Mrs. Russell Shriver, ' 09
(Class Correspondent)
Coincidentally, the first three letters I received were from class members who remained in the teaching
profession, although the years have
scattered the class among many
fields of endeavor as well as throughout the nation. The J hree replies
came,!from Ethel Brown, .]Yfargaret
Briggs, and Jeanette Dickerson.
Ethel has been principal of the
Lowell school, Mattoon, for many
years and has taken active part not
only in the various school organizations but in civic groups as well. She
is affiliated with the Presbyterian
church, Kraemer guild, Mattoon Art
club,
Business and Professional
Women's club, and Civic Music association. Mention of the last group
will bring back the memory of Ethel's
lovely voice. She has attended summer schools, taken extension courses,
and traveled extensively. As a hobby
Bogardus), and her husband attended homecoming last fall. They have
three sons.
Arthur Vallicelli, '47, is teaching
in the high school at Bath, Illinois.
J. H. Cherry, '32, is principal of
Olney high school.
Ruth Wiseman, '47, teaches in the
high school at Kansas, Illinois.
Eileen Schutte, '47, teaches in the
high school at Byron, Illinois.
Eloise Boyd Black, '45, teaches in
the high school at Atwood, Illinois.
James M. Lattig, '33, is superintendent of the Strawn communityconsolidated high school.
Paul Wakefield, '38, is music
supervisor at Beecher City high
school.
Wilma Nuttall, '36, teaches in the
high school at Robinson, Illinois.
Leplie Kanatzer, '35, is a professor
at MacMurray college, Jacksonv~lle,
Illinois.
Thompson Shields, '31, teaches at
Neoga high school.
Harry Jackson, '31, is head of the
industrial arts department at State
Teachers college, Winona, Minnesota.
His wife is the former Genelle
Voight.
Ruth Corley, '32, teaches in the
high school at LaGrange, Illinois.
Jerry Craven, '34, is also in the
high school at LaGrange.
Dr. Hazel Weakley, '35, is teaching
at Drake University, Des Moines,
Iowa.
Luther Black, '31, is an assistant
in the office of State Superintendent
of Public Instruction, Springfield,
lllinois.

she collects Royal Doulton figurines.
Margaret, also a
singer, had
enough excitement early in her
career to last her the rest of her
life. At the beginning of World War
I she was in Europe, and had an adventurous trip getting from Paris to
England. She rode the last train that
left Gar St. Lazarre before martial
law was declared in France-and her
trunk and all personal belongings
didn't reach her till long after she
arrived home. Since 1917 she has been
living in N ew York City, doing
special teaching of music in Miss
Mason's school, "The Castle" at
Tarrytown-on-the-Hudson, the Barnard School for Boys, and Franklin
school. She also has taught in
Forest Hills, N. Y. She retired in
1941.
Jeanette, a better correspondent
than most of us, supplied the addresses of several classmates. She
began teaching in 1909 in her home
county. In 1918-19 she was engaged
in war work at Washington, D. C.,
after which she taught two years in
Springfield. She took the Ph. D. degree from the University of Chicago,
then returned to teach home economics in Springfield high from 1926 to
1 9 4 5, becoming home economic
supervisor for the city schools.
In 1946 Miss Dickerson retired
from public school teaching to take
a position in Ursuline academy.
In a varied academic career, she
has attended Teachers college, Columbia; Oregon State college; the
University of Washington;
and
Colorado State college. At the University of Chicago she was elected to
Phi Beta Kappa. For two years she
was president of the Illinois Home
Economics association and was chairman of the Sangamon County Nutrition committee during the last war.
Jeanette is heartily in favor of a
class reunion in 1949 and in the
meantime awaits the arrival of the
Eastern Alumnus at her home, 852
Park Ave., Springfield, for news of
her classmates.
Margaret Ellen Lynch, '24, became the bride of 'T homas William
Finnigan of Springfield, Illinois, in
February of this year. Mrs. Finnigan
i» a teacher in the Springfield public
schools and Mr. Finnigan is associated with the S. and L. department
store of that city. Their home is at
the Library Apartment hotel, 717 E.
Capitol avenue.
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Raymond Cook Wins
Deanship at Chicago

Fall Term Graduates
Take Teaching Positions

(Continued from Page 7)
lege dean. He has taught on all educational levels from
elementary
school to college and has held administrative and supervisory positions.
Those who remember him know
that Ray Cook has always been able
to do the things he sets out to do.
A brilliant youth, he finished the
two year course at Eastern in 1919
when only 17 years of age. Francis
Blair, formerly on Eastern's faculty,
then state superintend'ent of public
instruction, gave him special permission to teach-and where did he
begin ? As principal of the Areola
junior high. One of the students was
older than he. "There," Raymond
says, "I learned what F'iske Allen
meant when he said, 'Teaching is not
easy.'"
Mr. Allen was the director of
teacher training at Eastern at that
time. His son Charles and Ray Cook
were, incidentally, the first two
graduates of TC high school.
Ray always liked railroads and, after two years of teaching, he decided
to take a commercial course at the
University of Illinois, start at the
bottom in the railroad business, and
become a leader of industry! Actually, Ray did work a summer in a boiler factory.
In the fall of 1921 he won a
scholarship to the University of Illinois, but just as he was preparing
to go, Gordon, then at Herrick, become ill and called upon his brother
to substitute in the high school there,
which had just been organized. This
Ray did, for one month. In that
month his interest in teaching was
revived and he knew that it was his
life work. He entered the University
two weeks late, did two years of
work in education in a year and two
summers, then went right on for
graduate study at the University of
Chicago.
By 1924 Ray was teaching in Chicago schools. In 1925 he became professor of education at Union college,
Kentucky. Then he taught for four
years in the University
Texas before returning to Chicago. By 1933
he was assistant principal in the
junior high school and an instructor at Crane Junior college.
N ext year he was assistant principal in the Dunbar Junior high
school, then assistant principal at
Kelly high school. In 1936 he became an instructor at the Chicago
Normal school, where he did some
of his most important work as director of apprenticeship teaching for the
Chicago public high schools.

Three students who finished requirements for graduation during the
1947 fall term at Eastern have taken
teaching positions. They are Robert
Lee Ankenbrandt of Mt. Carmel, who
is now teaching the upper grades in
the Lincoln school at Robinson;
Thomas Freebairn of Pittsburgh, 0.,
who is principal and coach of the
grade school at Petersburg; and
Betty Wellman of Chrisman, who is
teaching grade six at the Hawthorne
school in Mattoon. Jacob Ousley of
Newman, another fall term graduate,
has accepted a position as geologist
with the Carter Oil company of Mattoon.

of
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The next period in the career of
Raymond Cook was one of disappointment and struggle. Humiliated
by his
demotion,
unwarranted
though it was, he did not seek the
sympathy of old friends . He decided
to stick it out and do what he could
to beat the machine. Lucrative positions elsewhere open to a man with
his ability did not tempt him. He
considered it his duty to his profession to carry through to the
finish the liberals' fight for nonpolitical schools in Chicago, and to
carry on the eternal fight for academic freedom.
To maintain his income during a
part of this period, Cook took a night
job as psychological adviser at the
Chicago Chrysler plant. The great
expense of his suit against the school
board was still a burden, and there
were a wife and two sons to support.
Incidentally, Mrs. Cook is the former
Ruth Graham, a graduate of Southern Illinois university who has been
president of the SIU alumni in Chicago. The sons are Paul, 15, and
Douglas, 11.
When the N.E.A. commission finally tore the lid off the Chicago school
situation, the stature of Raymond
Cook became known to those who
would appreciate it. He was at once
reassigned to an instructorship in a
city college. At the time (Sept., 1946)
he was teaching evening classes in
two private colleges.
The action of Superintendent Hunt
in making him dean of the Chicago
Teachers college ended nearly a decade of effort and doubt. For fellow
alumni, most of whom were unaware
of Ray Cook's fight, it is an occasion
for congratulations and best wishes.
His achievement in behalf of high
professional ethics
deserves
the
thanks and resp ect of every teacher.
And to all of the Cooks, a salute
from the Eastern Alumnus!

Cook Quintet Makes
Teaching a Tradition
(Continued from Page 6)
schools, organizing adult edu
classes. Then he returned to
rick as high school principal
superintendent of grades. He
two years at Newman as
superintendent, and last fall
over the superintendency of
large new consolidated district
Smithfield, in Fulton county,
he is now.
Gordon has served in various
cities with the Eastern Alumni
sociation and the Eastern nr
Division of the IEA, giving
the benefit of his wide acquain
and administrative ability. Mrs.
don Cook is the former Vica SI
who, like a good wife, took
course at Eastern-sewing.
Stanley, now 38, is Mrs. C
"baby". An honor graduate from
two year course at Eastern in 1
he went on to take his degree at
University of Chicago. Meanw
he was principal of a consoli
school near W aukegan, taught
the North Chicago schools, and
went to Wakefield, Michigan, w
he taught English and coached
bate four years. He then fini
the master's degree at the Uni
sity of Chicago and took a posi
as teacher of English in the ·
school at Grosse Pointe, a suburb
Detroit. He has taught night cl
at Wayne University.
Stanley was an athletic dir
at the University of Minnesota
did some work there, but Stephen
Peter intervened. Stephen and Pe
are the twins, born New Year's
1941. There is a third son, Da
now 12 years old.
Stanely was an athletic direc
of boys' clubs at famous H
House one year, and s p e
four summers as counselor
the Hull House boys' camps. He
the future Mrs. Stanley Cook w
both were in residence at Hull Hou
Mrs. Cook, the former Marga
Stocking, took her college work
Northwestern.

Former Student Killed
In Automobile Accident
Henry R- Riney, who certifica
in 1927, died Sunday, F'ebruary
1948, from injuries sustained wh
hit by a car. A World War II v
eran, Mr. Riney was an instructor
a Plainfield, Indiana, school at t
time of his death. He took the m
ter's degree in science at Butler u
versity at Indianapolis after leavi
Eastern.

ighteen Alumni Take
. A. Degrees at U. of I.

Danville Alumnus Builds
'House of Happiness'

(Continued from Page 7)
945, education.
Alumni receiving the master of science deee were:
Marvin Harrison, B'. Ed. 1928, education;
onald Dain Schreiner, B. Ed. 1931, education;
ames Noah Sherrick, B. Ed. 1938, education;
nita Louise Dowler, B. Ed. 1941, home economs; Eldred Lothaire Walton, B. Ed. 1941, edution; Martha Finley Wilson, B. Ed. 1941, home
onomics; Daniel J. James, B. Ed. 1942, business
rganization and operation; Delbert Ferrel At'ns, B. S. in Ed. 1945, mathematics; Willa Frans Lane, B. S. in Ed. 1945, commercial teaching;
orge Albert Magers, B. S. in Ed. 1945, educa'on.
Mr. Well is now principal at Humboldt
hool. Mr. Evans was minister of the M. E.
hur_ch at Witt, Illinois, in· 1944, when we last
ad information concerning him. The University
f Illinois Alumni association gives his address
ow as Fifth and Lind, Quincy, Ill. Miss Richey
teaching at the Navy Pier branch of the Univerity. Mr. Fearn is teaching industrial arts at
!gin. Our last information concerning Mr.
quires was that he was in the army (1941). Mr.
ewman is grade school superintendent at Marhall. Mr. Miller is teaching at Bloomington; the
ddress is 825 E. Jefferson. Mr. Sparks is living
t 1602 Ninth, Charleston, and is principal at
rna high school.
Mr. Harrison is teacher of industrial arts at
blong high school. Mr. Schreiner is teaching at
rocton. Mr. Sherrick, who was married quite rently, is still teaching at Litchfield high school.
iss Dowler was teaching home economics at
'ttsfield when we last had information. Mr.
alton is principal of the elementary school at
nsas. Mrs. Wilson is at Argenta; address Box
177. Mr. James is teaching at Flint, Michigan.
. Atkins is teaching mathematics at the Uniersity of Kentucky. Miss Lane is, according to
e file, lost.
Please notify us if any of the above informa'on is incorrect or if new information can be suplied.

(Continued from Page 19)
where we have 30 minutes a week set aside for
impromptus.
We have a few minutes once a week for a
"Did you know?" program. These are really
thing you could write a book about. The child
starts training his own eyes. He learns to notice
things. He sees things to talk about.
We have supervised play-learning how to
play-how to play fair-how to help and share.
We always have a project on hand. We have
just completed our "flower , pot seed planting of
mother's Easter posy." The seeds are planted
the proper way, each child doing his own. If
there are no blossoms by Easter we will draw our
own and attach them. Some of my children have
never before planted anything, and how they
marvel at the wonders!
One thing I want to make definite. I go along
with the city school program. I do not do the
work of the first grade teacher. The children's
interest in first grade is keen as a result of the
"build-up" it gets as we go along. There is no
first day fright or crying. They are all eager to
get to "Big School," as they call it.
I love my work, and the love for it grows and
interest is added as time goes by.
Eastern was a wonderful place. My happiest
days were spent there.

ormer Alumnus Editor Writes of
choolmates at University of Iowa
Eugene Price, '47, first Alumnus editor,
ote some time ago from 711 Davenport, Iowa
ity, Iowa, where he attends classes at the Uniersity of Iowa:
"I saw Dario Covi the other day. He is still
inting away in the art department here. Delmar
ordquist is now on the staff of the department.
e married a girl from here last fall, which may
may not be news to people back home. Marian
allaway is directing the first production, The
t. here. Leland Watson is handling sound for

Editor Probes ~ystery of Saginaw
Infiltration by Eastern Alumni
(Continued from Page 19)
Ridgely, '43, Louise Stillions, '34, Virginia Dolan,
'43, Sarah Fredenberger, '46, and Mary Elizabeth
Young, '44, complete the list so far as we have it,
all in the elementary system. Louise E. Stillions,
who will be remembered as editor of the '34 Warbler, left Saginaw, as did a few of the others this
year, and can be reached at Laupahoehoe, Territory of Hawaii, where she is teaching in the territorial elementary system. We have no doubt that
her place and that of the others will be filled by
Easternites.
How Elbert (Mus) Fairchild, '42, became announcer for Saginaw's Station WSAM we will venture no detective's guess, but we congratulate him
on his success.
Miss Annie L. Weller, retired geography department head, has returned from a visit with
Misses Alice and Isabel McKinney of California.
it, as well as lights for many of the forthcoming
productions. He seems to be the foremost lighting expert (undergraduate) on the campus. Boud
(Harold Lee) Hayes has a role in The Bat. So,
from the standpoint of The Art and The Drama,
Eastern seems to be doing alrighty."
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Dr. Turrell Uses Atoms
To Aid Citrus Industry
(Continued from Page 5)
sons underlying their greater toxicity to . insects and fungus pests are
closely allied problems. Why minute
quantities of certain minor elements
such as cobalt are required for
healthy cattle, and boron, copper,
manganese and zinc are requisite to
healthy plants is not known but appears to be related to the process of
utilizing sugar.
Radioactive elements are being employed in various phases of these problems in
many laboratories.
In our own laboratories we are
investigating the mode of action of
sulfur commonly used as an insecticide or fungicide. Almost everyone
who grows plants has seen the burned leaves or fruits of their flowers,
vegetable crops, or trees during hot
weather. Radioactive sulfur is employed to great advantage in determining how this injury occurs because, like most radioactive elements,
the radiation from them has an electrical charge which can be detected
in an apparatus similar to a radio
(Gieger counter). When a very tiny
amount of sulfur penetrates the
plant, the path it travels and what
other elements or compounds it
combines with may be detected very
easily because every now and then a
sulfur particle will act as a miniature
radio sending station and send out a
signal that can be detected in a
Geiger counter.
An interesting feature of using
radioactive elements is that, in addition to the simplicity of methods
employed, the detectable quantities
are much smaller than can be detected by any chemical method. In
fact, it may be the ultimate in qualitative and quantitative assay, for a
few hundred or a few thousand atoms
in some experiments may be all that
are necessary to make the element's
presence known. This may be better
visualized by recalling that the
weight of a hydrogen atom in grams
is a decimal with 23 ciphers after the
decimal point, and a one in the
twenty-fourth decimal place. Ordinary chemical balances will weigh to
about 0.0002 grams and a microbalance to about 0.000001 grams.
One of the principal problems confronting agriculture is maintenance
of soil fertility. In the Eastern and
Middlewestern states the natural
underground water supplies are replenishable by snow and rain. The
purity approaches that of distilled
water. Crops receive their water also
from intermittent rains throughout
the summer. In the western states,
however, there are long periods durPAGE TWENTY-SIX

affects the film in the same way aa
ing the summer when no rain falls,
and successful agriculture must delight and thus will show the location
of phosphorus in the plant after
pend upon irrigation. Water from
melting snow and rain is impounded
development of the film.
in reservoirs during the winter and
There are extensive arid regions
then is conducted to the arable lands
in the United States that might be
by irrigation ditches, streams, etc.
made into good agricultural producThe water in passing along the
ing areas were it not for a shortage
ditches dissolves salts and these inof water for irrigation. The use of
crease in amount, depending upon
atomic energy has been proposed and
how far the water travels before beis being investigated for the dising used on the crops. In time, the
tillation of sea water and for pump·
salt accumulation in good irrigated
ing it to the places of need. This apsoils may ruin the soil. Historically,
pears to be a "natural" for the use
it appears that no irrigated agriculof atomic energy, for the "heat exture has so far been permanent. The
changers" may be placed deep in the
United States Department of Agriearth, thus eliminaltingi dangiero.us
culture, recognizing the seriousness
radiation, and weight is of no consiof this situation, established the Rederation. Such a development could
gional Salinity Laboratory in 1938
and will turn our so-called deserts*
at Riverside, California, to study soil
into green, arable lands when the
salt and related subjects. They plan
need for them arises.
to use radioactive elements in their
studies and will no doubt discover a
Maintenance of a civilization such
practical solution to this problem.
as we enjoy depends on books (a reA great deal of money is paid for
corded history of the experiences of
fertilizers each year. Their applicathe race), trained individuals to intion increases crop yields and is reterpret them, teaching others, and
quired on new soils to grow crops.
upon research to improve the truths
Citrus trees, for good growth, reof nature and refurbish that which
quire applications of nitrogen far in
has been put down in books. Unlike
excess of what appears to be incorplants which produce seeds that
porated into the plant. No one knows
withstand cataclysmic
conditions
why the excess is needed or where the
from a year to 150 years or more,
excess goes. A long-lived radioactive
the maintenance of animal kind rer.itrogen isotope would be of great
quires a chain of actively feeding,
assistance in answering these two
reproducing individuals. Animals can
questions.
survive severe conditions for only
a few hours, whereas adapted plants
Phosphates are used rather wideregularly thrive on them.
iy as fertilizers. Crops such as corn
respond well to application of phosIf the atomic bomb has created a
phates but citrus crops do not. For
crack in the dike of human affairs,
years various laboratories have tried
let us not allow it to break through.
to devise soil tests or chemical analyEastern Illinois has placed many of
ses to show when adequate phosher
graduates in the :front ranks in
phates are present in soil. They have
education and in botany, two of the
met with little success. Recently, a
most important fields in our social
group of scientists working in the
and economic system. Much of the reU .S.D.A. laboratories at Beltsville,
pair
work on the dike must be done
Maryland, was able to show by
in these two fields, and no doubt
means of radioactive phosphorus why
many Eastern graduates will be
chemical analysis did not prove
leaders in them. Let us hope that she
valid. While a great deal of work yet
will supply leaders in the fields of
needs to be done, this work' will be
psychology,
sociology,
economics,
important in the decisions of a large
and related fields as well. These are
corporation as to whether it should
the leaders who must show us how
expand its phosphate mining activito get along with our fellow man,
ties, and will effect that industry as
here and in other parts of the world.
a whole, as well as save farmers and
consumers a good deal of money.
*Actually they are not "deserts," the
Radioactive phosphorus is of inecologists tell us, but "steppes" comterest because it is one of the most
parable with the Russian Steppes.
favorable radioactive elements with
which to work. Many laboratories
have used it for investigations on
Art Grads Show Pictures
plants and have found that a relatively large amount of it is absorbDelmar Nordquist, '42, and Dario
ed by the plant in two hours' time.
Covi, '43, participated in the MetroRadio-autographs may be readily
politan Museum art show in New
made by placing the leaves in conYork City recently. Both are stutact with an ordinary photographic
dents at the University of Iowa and
film and keeping them in the dark
Mr. Nordquist is also teaching there.
for a few hours. The radiation given · The latter gave one of the first lecoff by the radioactive phosphorus
tures at the show.

Pres. BuZzord Offers
Prize for School Song
In 1924 Eastern Illinois State Teachers college copyrighted a song by Isabel McKinney with
music by Friederich Koch. These persons were
then of the English and music departments. Their
combined work was the memorable "For Us
Arose Thy Walls and Towers."
In 1948, just 24 years later, Eastern seeks
a new song for a special occasion, the celebration
of its fiftieth birthday. Here is the president's
invitation to composers:
1o
,,
"To the Faculty, Alumni and Student Body of
Eastern:
"Next college year, 1948-49, will be the
fiftieth year of service by Eastern to the State
of Illinois,-and Golden Jubilee Year on campus.
It is hop ed that retrospect over this half-century
of service and projection of hopes for the years
that lie ahead will inspire the friends of Eastern to jubilation through song.
"Accordingly, Eastern announces an open
contest for new college songs. Write them to
original music or to any familiar tune. Give us
a varsity song that will drive a team to victory
by its challenge. Write for us a loyalty song
that will carry the love for Eastern through the
next fifty years. Miss I sabel McKinney gave
"For Us Arose Thy Walls and Towers." Friederich Koch gave the words stateliness by a new
musical s etting.
"What can you do?
"The College offers an award of fifty dollars
for the best song with original music, and twenty-five dollars for the best song to a familiar
tune. A competent committee will judge all entries, and all rights .to entries are reserved by
the college. April 15 is the closing date for the
contest. Sharpen your pencils."
ROBERT G. BUZZARD

Letter Brings Grant Family
Up to Date with Alumnus
Louise Grant Brock-Jones sends the following on the Grant family from 1321 St. Louis avenue, Vandalia, Illinois.
"I have lived in Vandalia during the past
five years. My husband is with the Texas Empire
Pipe Line company here. During two of those
years my husband was in the service.
"Two of my sisters, former students also,
aught in the Vandalia schools. Mary Grant Mar·n taught one year and now lives in Oblong,
here her husband, James Lowell Marvin, a
aduate of Eastern in '46, teaches music in the
high school. Alice (Billie) Grant Hansberger
ught two years here and now lives in Virden,

Honor Committee Invites Nominations
(Continued from Page 2)
agencies. Your letters of comment will be appreciated, accompanying nominations.
Dr. H. DeF. Widger, Chairman
Alumni Honors Committee
Eastern Illinois State College
Charleston, Illinois
Dear Dr. Widger:
As candidates for the Eastern
Achievement Award I nominate
Name

Alumni

Address

References:. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2. _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name

Address

References: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

3._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name

Address

References: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Signed: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Mr. and Mrs. Claire Shumaker are the parents of a baby girl born April 6, 1947. Their home
is in Urbana, where Claire is studying law at the
University of Illinois.
William Wise completed his work at the end
of the fall quarter of 1946 and received a scholarship for graduate study at Indiana University.
He began work at the beginning of the second
semester. Mr. and Mrs. Wise are living in the
home of Dr. Starkey, a member of the staff.
Illinois, where her husband teaches in the high
school.
"Another sister, Geneva Grant Evans, after
teaching several years, has been cashier in the
Ohio Bell Telephone company, Columbus, Ohio,
the past two years.
"I was married eight years ago to F. Burl
Brock-Jones of Westfield, where I had taught
two years previously. We have two sons and a
daughter; the oldest boy is in his first year of
school."
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to the

Subscription

includes

membership in the Eastern Alumni Association
1 year

$1.50

2 years

1.75

3 years

2.50

Al Cacherat
Circulation Manager
Eastern Alumnus
Eastern Illinois State College
Charleston, Illinois
Dear Al,
Please send the Eastern Alumnus to - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -(name)

(addre ss)

for

(city )

(state)

year(s), beginning with the June, 1948, issue. I enclose$. _ _ _ _ _ .or (or)
(number)

i

(class)

Please send me a statement after receipt of the first issue _ _ __

